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Men affect children in profound
and diverse ways.

Jean-Luc Ras Aga Khan Foundnor

Little serious attention has been paid
to working with the men in children's lives.

Men
in the
Lives of
Children
IIIIt111f I. Ey \N,

wasltheYear o.f.
conferences

Fa ilyTand.

seminars
around the

there
workshops and activities designed to

make us all more aware of the importance of the fami-
ly and to encotftage us to develop appropriate ways to
support families'Les Howeve:- when we look at the
actions taken it becomes evident that when address-
ing the family of the very young child efforts arc
commonly devoted to providing supports to the
mothe- in her caretaking role. Little serious attention
has been paid to working with the men in children s
lives.

Nlen affect children in profound and diverse ways
As fathers and family members both their contribu-
tions and their failures to contribute have great impact
on the health and development of young children In
their ioles outside the family. as teachers community
leaders religious leaders health providers and policy-
makers men make decisions that often shape the capa
bility of families to help young children thrive When
these influential men have supportive attitudes toward
young children and when they are well-informed
about Young children s needs they are more likely to
facilitate the establishment of solid programming
efforts When by contrast Influential men are di...rm,...
sly(' of d A: mportanLe of the early years or carry rills-
( 011LCIlt1(111', about what young children need then
programs to help young children are often blocked or
unsustainable Both children and women are interde
pendeilt with the men in their lives and with the men
whose de( isions affect them PtoiliiiiinimiiI Iii roimil .Iiii
ilitii mid IN family mid, io itilii.1 mid .hidii,, Is lady II il is
in t I IC( IIrdy ,111,11011 tillahly l N Iq111 IR 0 101 y011114 C biLiuml

Within the last le\\ years there has been an mcreas
rig interest in looking at the relationship between



fathers and their children In December 1993. a meet-
ing was held in Mexico: Researchers and practitioners
from Guatemala. Nicaragua, Honduras, and the
United States met to discuss the roles and responsibil-
ities of fathers in relation to their children.
Recommendations were made regarding research. pol-
icy and program development. (Engle & Alatorre.
199.1 i As a follow-up. in lune 1994, UNICEF and the
Popul:.:;on Council hosted a similar workshop for
researchers from universities in Brazil, the Caribbean
and the US. Topics for discussion included the tradi-
tional role of the father as it relates to health and
nutrition programming and the relation of fathering to
Early Childhood Care and Development. During the
conference there was also a discussion of
the ways to design programs to provide
gender equality through making men's
and women's roles more complementary.
( Engle. I q94a1

Others have taken a broader view oi
men's roles in the lives of children and arc
looking at the role of men in the society
as a whole as caters. For example in May
1993 a meeting was held in Italy.' One
motivation for the meeting was to
respond to Article 6 of the European
Council of Ministers' Recommendation
on Child Care which suggests that mem-
ber States promote and encourage
increased participation by men in the
care and upbringing of children. While
Article 6 focuses on the parenting role.
there was discussion at the meeting of
larger issues: the involvement of men in
childcare services changing the culture
of the workplace to support increased
participation by men in caring for chil-
dren. the role of the media in helping to
increase awareness of the importance of
men s participation in caring fol
and other social actions that provide sup-
port to men as they take a more active
role in young children's lives

In this article we take an even broader
view. and attempt to look at the ways
men. as fathers carers and in other roles.
have an impact on the lives of young ye

children We will illustrate the ways in
which educating men about the needs of
children and getting them more involved

in the programming process have strengthened pro-
grams which promote the growth and development of
young children. We will also offer a set of strategies
that can be employed to increase men's awareness of
the needs of and involvement in the lives of children

Men as Fathers
In recent years men as fathers have been the subject of
a number of research studies and reviews.' None-
theless. it is important to note that this is a relatively
new area oi inquiry. There are many dimensions of
the contributions of fathers that have vet to he exam-
ined, in contrast to what is known about interactions
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and inter-relationships between mothers and young
children. The studies conducted to date have exam-
ined the ways in which fathers are directly involved
with the family, through caring for and interacting
with the child and. or through their relationship with
the mother. They also examine the other ways fathers
contribute to the family through the provision of
material goods, economic support, and shelter. In
essence, research shows that fathers can positively
affect their children's development through appropri-
ate interactions. And while there are many questions
left unanswered. what follows is a summary of what is
known w date

Direct Involvement
with the Family
The nature of the interaction with the child.
tclost of the studies looking at the attachment of
lathers to their infant and the involvement of the
lather in the child s early life have been conducted in
the North. These studies show that when fathers are a
significant part of the child's life from birth, the chil-
dren score higher 0:1 intelligence tests than children
whose fathers are less involved (Engle and Breaux,
1994, pg 101. Specifically a study in Barbados by
Russell-Brown. Engle & Townsend I 1994), shows that
-children who have good or ongoing relationships
with their fathers appear more likely to do better at
school and to have fewer behavioral problems

The factors that emerge as significant are the level
of involvement and the type of involvement the father
has with his child, rather than the amount of time that

the father spends interacting with the child. (pg. 2(11
There is little data available on other outcomes,
beyond IQ and school performance and behavior.

"Involvement" does not mean

that the father must be the

primary caregiver; to have

an impact on the child's

development he simply needs

to he an active part of the

child's daily life.

In then review of the literature Engle and Breaux
I()94 ) note that one of the most significant impacts

of father involvement with the child is on the father
himself The more the father cares for the child, the
more lie becomes involved with the child pg. 2 I

Fathers who have exclusive responsibility for the child
at some points in time develop caregiving skills and
gain confidence. Extrapolating from the research, one
could make a strong argument for increasing the
lather's role in parenting young children because. in
general. when fathers arc involved there are positive
outcomes for children.

However, studies show that fathers arc conspicu-
ously absent in terms ()I spending time with young
children In a cross-cultural study conducted by



TABU 1

Number of Hours per Day 4-Year-Olds Spend with Various Caregivers

COUNTRY/TERRITORY Mother Father Other Relative Other Caregiver

Belgium 5.2 0.5 1.0 6.1

China 6.8 0.9 1.5 3.1

Finland 7.7 0.8 0.5 4.8
Germany 10.0 0.6 1.1 2.3
Hong Kong 7.5 0.1 1.7 4.0
Nigeria 10.0 0.7 1.2 2.5
Portugal 8.2 0.4 2.6 3.1

Spain 7.6 0.3 1.0 4.7
Thailand 8.0 0.2 2.7 1.0

U.S.A. 10.7 0.7 0.8 2.9

1:ntries 'are based ill in waking hours each dm but the ligures do not include WM: spent with both parents time the child is with
no one and tune for which no iniormation was provided

Source Fanli Spidk Eddy bildbood (",ir, and Edutahou oulini I' t /linsted and I) l' 199; I high Scope Press
bun N Kiser St Ypsilanti. NI148198.2898 Tel ill .485.2M(1 Fax iI 485-07().1

High Scope Foundation Amsted and Weikart. 1995.
examining the lives of 4-year-old children in eleven
countries researchers found that on average the 4-
year -olds in the countries studied spent at least five of
their waking hours under their mothers' supervision
and less than an hour under the supervision of fathers
The LI S. children spent about I I waking hours a day
in their mothers' care one hour with both patents and
42 minutes in their fathers care Table t illustrates the
distribution of waking hours that 4 -year -olds spend
with their caregivers

Similar findings emerged in a study from India
titled The (ay I Cht1,1 aud the Family An AL lion Risea,LI,

Study. S. Anandalakshmy, I ())4 Rased on research

with a national sample of I 3.209 Indian girls and
households the study drew the following conclusion
about the tole of fathers in childrearing:
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time fathers would need to spend with their children
in order to have a positive impact. However it is clear
from the data that despite any rhetoric about the
desirability of men taking a more active engaged role
in their young children's lives this is not vet occurring
in a widespread significant way in the North or the
South

While it would he ideal if all fathers could he
encouraged to become significantly involved in the
lives of their children, the reality is that in many parts
of the world, fathers are not even present Looking at
data on the percentage of households that are female-
headed in various parts of the world illustrates the
point. In Botswana it is 45%. in Nlalawi 2t)',,. in
lamaica 42(',i. in Peru 23", in Thailand. 22% Bruce
904 and the numbers are increasing.

Although the number of female-headed households
is one indicator of whether or not fathers are present
in children's lives Bruce 1994 I argues that this is not
the most accurate way to portray the lives of women
and or hypothesize about father presence. Not all
mothers without partners are in female-headed house-
holds Some live with their parents grandparents
uncles or in other types of households Thus rather
than making policy based on female headed house-
holds and assuming that the percentage of male
absence is the same as the percentage of female-head-
ed households Bruce argues that It is more accurate to
look at women s Irving , arrangements Yu: presents

I III.. \ is it Icocd to as the II A sloth and is sponsou d b( the hue' national AI...11(1,11141n lot the! valtimion of I (Ill( Al1,111.11
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data on the percentage of women who live with a l'es-
ident partner providing quite a different poruayal of

women., lives for example when one looks at female-
headed households compared with women living
without resident pal tneis m Ghana there are 2o"..
lemale-headed households compared to 50-:. of the
mothers who have no resident panne! The compara-
ble numbers tot Kenya are i7"" female-headed loitisc-
holds with 43% of the mothers hying without a resi-
dent partner. for Mali these ate 5".. and 20" and foi
Senegal 2",, and 33"., The lack of a resident partner is
a much more significant satiable if we are looking at
the potential for fathers to he involved in the lives of
their children
The nature of the interaction with the mother.
Another way that men call have a positive impact on
their childiens lives is through the kind of relationship
they have with the child s mother and the kind of
emotional support they provide Alter a review of the
literature on studies conducted primarily in the North
Engle and Breaux Iqtt-t conclude The qualm of the
marital relationship is significantly associated w th the
nature of both the father-child and mother child liter-
action The more positive the relationship tie r lore
involved the father is likely to hem childcare and .ice
\ ersa ( )1 course causality can go eithei \\ a\ ;;

They ado note that the quality of the fathers rela
tionship with his child is much more clependc it on his
relationship with his spouse or partnei the L hdd s

mother than it is fin the mother s relationship w
her child In other words the tither child R latitn
ship is mote contestual than the mother-child iela
uonship Hers tends to be consistent regardless of th
strength of the marital in sexual bond p._! ; t )tic
implication of this research toi programs that support
families IS that Si hen there is disruption in the iela
tionship between pa, um., men may need support II

they are to 01,19'0.3111 or strengthen theq commitments
and ability to relate appropriately to then children

Other
Contributions to
the Family
( Mc was that men in many cultures contribute to the
well-being of their children is through the provision
of income to support the activities of the tamily
However men are not the only ones mho contribute
financially to the family Increasingly women are mak-
ing substantial and sometimes even majority contribu-
tions to the family income For example in sladras
India women contribute 46".. to the family income

hde men contribute 42". with 12",. corning from
joint Income In Nepal women contribute 51)"., of the
lanuly income in the Philippines women s income
exc eeds men s by I ti ".. when home production is

taken into account and in (.;hana women maintain
l3 ".. of the households Bruce I99-)

Studies have been conducted which look at the
relationship between men', and women s income and
how that al fects children s growth and development
In essence they suggest that men and women allocate
the 7c-sources they control dilfcrently \omen arc
more likely than men to use funds available to them to
meet the 11CUlk ut children In view of these findings

Vii -lb raises the question of whether or not
policy should bc, directed toward increasing the

mount of stork available to women in of der to
npiove chilli ells health.status She suggests it might

be mole applopi late to put greater effort into helping
men c hang( their priorities in terms of their spending
'she gi.es on to state that since woman s work load is
already ccinsideiabh gicater than men s strangles
should be di.% eloped to encourage men to gi\ gicatc

1111(00 to the needs of children
the allocation of the i income
lathe4 than creating so mew( s that
lot Us on increasing w, mc
income du (nigh increasin:. then
sc oikload pp

in sum the keratin( would 50g
gest that it is important 01 It 0115 (II
the child s well-being tot the ladici

1" he Inol\ ud In aPP101'n,ne Si iv`
the iluld It needs to be iunt.(1

how el that the studies ai'diussing
fathers due( t u1\ 1115 einem in thc
family with the t hildien and '5 nth

the (101(11(.11s motheis ! aye been
(It loped II on) the \
of those h \ in the North and the
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In many places it is difficult for men to provide financially for
their family.



cross-cultural research to support a universal argument
that fathers need to be more involved in the lives of
their children, tas described below), it is critical to
look more fully at what is known about cross-cultural
differences. the impact of different religious beliefs
and differences across cultures in maternal behavior
We do not want to give the impression that there is a
right way' to father. There are a variety of cultural
dimensions that determine the effectiveness of the
roles father; play in relation to their children

Is There a Father
Instinct?
In their work. Is There a Father r. Engle and Breaux
)1994) review cross-cultural descriptions 01 fathering.
From the review they conclude there arc sonic aspects

of fathering that are common i r all cultures , pgs

13-10' They are paraphrased as follows
The father role is recognized in all cultures.
Although the individual who takes on a fathering
role may not he the biological lather in all cultures
there are gender specific roles for men and women
in the lives of young children
Fathers an be as nurturing and affectionate
as mothers; they are as capable as mothers of
providing infant care as well as older-child
care. Fathers have the capacity to provide care early
on in a child,. life There is nothing inherently differ
cat between run and women in terms of their ability
to he respmp.,ve to children s needs to nurture and he
,111« umiak

The father a more limited role in infant
and young child care than the mother. The
younger the child the less the lather is involved nil thi
child s cal As children get older the lath« s of

inc teases pain( ulaily when the child is being social
'zed I athets often play a key iole in disciplining the
child In reviewing the literature on fathers idle ul
caregiving during the early Years Engle and 'heat'

1994 , conclude Fathers arc consistently reported to
spend approximately one third the amount of time 01

providing childcare that mothers do (slightly lower it
the mothers make the time estimates) (pg. 151

A fairly typical scenario of the 101'0 ted roles men
play in infant and young child care comes from a
study of childrearing practices in Lao. The study
revealed that fathers do not get involved in any child-
care until the child is three to four years of age. The
fathers task is to provide food clothes and general
support during this time. At times the father will carry
the child but he is not involved in feeding bathing or
watching the child As the child grows older the
father takes a dominant role in teaching and disciplin-
ing the child. The father makes decisions related to ill-
ness attendance at school division of work within the
household Fathers are also involved in making toys
for the children. I Phanial,;,(ti 1994 pg. 12
Fathers do not increase time in childcare
when the mother is working. Studies of the work
and caregiving of families in the United States
Jamaica and India all indicated that the amount of
caregiving provided by the mother is more or less the
same she does 90% of the caregiving regardless of
whether or not she is working. (Engle a Breaux. 1994
pg 10) Thus while the arrival of a baby and care for
young children significantly increases women's work
it does not make much difference in the fathers work-
load.

-Cross-Cultural
Dimensions of
Fathering
In looking at cross-cultural studies in terms of the
fathers role in the lives of young children it can be
concluded that the more cooperation and communi-
cation required of men and women in their daily activ-
ities (i e if they are both ini%)Ived in securing food for
the family or both undertake similar tasks on behalf of
the tamilv ' the more they are likely to be jointly
involved in childcare. The more separate men s and
women s roles and tasks the more prescribed men s
roles are in relation to children and generally the
more limited men s roles are in terms of caregiving

There are mane variables that determine the kind of
roles that fathers have in relation to their children
Authority and Power. The ascription of power and
authority is important in terms of a fathers relation
ship with his family In many cultures men are the
decision-makers in terms of what happens both within
the family and as the family interacts with the woi Id
Historically this power clinics from the fact that men
have been the maim providers for die family In many
cases this authority has been given to them as a result
of the dominant religious beliefs If men have difficul-
ties fulfilling the bleadii inning role and women
inctease their calm( its' in support the family financial
is men', autholitv oile is undermined 'Hits sometimes
leaves them at a loss in terms of how they should ritiiv
relate to family mmheis

In Browns work 01 laman. a she noted that liens
role as Cl.(111(1011t providers was cleat but if they wcie
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not able to fulfill this role they could find no other
place in the family lor themselves as summarized by

Engle NO-4 pg 22.
Family Structure. The structure of a familywho
is present how the household is organized and
expectations of males and females in that settingall
contribute to a definition of how men relate to young'
children.

In traditional families with an extended family sys-
tem in which there are grandmothers aunts and or
other wives available to help care for young children
the lathers role is limited and prescribed However as
families become more nuclear in comnosition care-
giving roles traditionally taken on by others may fall
on the father. Zeit lin f 993i reported on what hap-
pened to some families in Nigeria as they moved from
the traditional extended family culture to the modern
nuclear family cunfiguration In essence the move to
urban living and the nuclear family meant that fathers
had to change their roles Some became more
involved in the lives of their children others with-
drew II there had been more support for fathers in the
transition perhaps more of them would have been
comfortable in increasing their involvement with their
children.

Another family structure that is found in various
parts of the world is the incorporation of the young
family within the husbands household of origin where

the mother-in-law plays a dominant role in determin-
ing how the household is Ion and how children are
cared lor. In many instances fathers are systematically
excluded from providing care for their children
although they "'ay play with Lliddien and he a part of
the sot ralt.:ation process as the child grows older

In Botswana there is vet another family structure in
place Anthropologists Townsend and Carey studied
the lathering patterns in rural Botswana In one rural
setting the person who took on the lather tole was not

always the biological father. The mother s father
and or brother were expected to he the father during
the childs early years They became the social fathers
for the child One explanation for this may be related
to the pattern of owns employment. In the area being
studied the men migrated to other countries for as
long as Itimonths a year Thus they were unlikely to
be present during the child's formative years. Another
explanation has to do with the marriage process itself
Many children were born before the couple actually
married as the marriage negotiations could take as
many as ten years even though the couple was corn
mitted to the marriage. Before the marriage the
woman lived with her own mother. Thus when a cou-
ple married they could have adolescent children
Again this did not place the biological father in the
position of 'lathering the child. The mother's father or
brother who were present in the household served as
fathers. Furthermore before marriage the mans loyal-
ty was to his family of origin. Thus he sent money to
support them rather than his wife .to be. and children
who lived in a different household ias reported on in
Engle. 199-fa, pg. 18)

There are other instances when a man, first loyalty
is to his family of origin rather than to the mother of
his children. In Nicaragua and parts of the Caribbean
the fathers loyalty is to his own mother first and then
to his wife and family. !Engle. I99.-fa pg. 231 As
Brown notes in her work with lamaican men. the
man s links and obligations to his mother and sisters
were very strong and perhaps stronger than linkage to
his children Men felt that they could not satisfy any-
one because of these multiple demands from Engle
19Q-1a pg. 221. Thus it is important to understand
where a mans loyalty lies in evaluating his contribu-
tion to the family
Religious differences. All the major religions of
the world define the roles fur Men and women clearly
and separately let within each of these religions
there are significant differences in interpretation pre-
senting us with a continuum in terms of how strictly
these definitions are adhered to in modern times. Thus
it is not possible to say that 'in all Muslim countries
the belief is that or no all Catholic countries men
are expected to Rather it is important to under-
stand how religion interacts with other variables in a
given culture to have an impact on the relationship
that fathers are likely to have with their children

I or example Pakistan is a predominantly Muslim
«runt'y and in Northern Pakistan there is strict
adherence to differentiation of sex roles In fact. for
the most pail. women arc sequestered in the home
ant; arc- nut seen on the streets V'omen are not
allowed to interact with males outside of their family
While many would view this as negative m terms of
women s Iii his it has one Potentially ycry positive
outcome Men have to he involved in their children
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lives. Women cannot take the child to visit the doe-
tor. They cannot take the child to school. The father
is the interlace for the child between the home and
world. To play this role the lather needs to have an
understanding of the child, needs and take appropri
ate actions to support the child, development A par.
cm education program in this part of the world would
certainly need I O hICI., on providing the father with
appropriate child development information and sup
port him in his role as caregiver.
Women's role in facilitating/hindering the
father's role. The was' in which roles for men and
women have been prescribed culturally and over time
affects what both men and women see as their rectum.
sibtlitiec in terms of caregiving. In many cultures
women arc seen as the exclusive caregivers in the early
numths of a child s life. The extent and the timing ot
the involvement of others the lather. extended family
members .cmmintinityi in the child s Me differs across
cultures. In seeking to define an expanded or different
role for fathers it is necessary to evaluate what that
would mean for mothers and others already involved
in caring for the child

For many women their status within the C01111111110-

ty is &tined by their parenting role. The woman is
respected and given Identity based on her ability to
care for and nurture her clutch-en It program develop.
(Ts seek to relieve women of that responsibility by an
expansion of men s roles in the lives Of children or
through the priiviS1011 of alternative childcare it may

be quite reasonably blocked by women An example
of this phenomenon occurred m Pakistan In Chitral
those involved in the \.`comen m )evelopment pro-
gram were working with local women to develop an
informal cooperative village-based childcare system
that would make it possible for mothers to leave then
young children with one of the village w(mien when-
ever thee went to work in the fields This was seen as
very positive by the women as they would find It eas
ler to walk the long distances hack and forth from the
fields without having to carry children and they
would not has c to constantly monitor ss hat their child
was doing while they were winking

The men invi)lved in the planning pliteess villagers
and regumal developers alike anti( mating the belie
fits of donor gilts of a vehicle and a building pushed

f"c\Pand and 1(n niall:e the Rica They proposed that
a childcare center be built whets the women could
drop their children off in the mottling and collect
them at the end of the clay leaving the children in
( are 10. 12 hours a day the women feeling then
L1111110.'11 WM' being taken assay !tom them and inso

tutionah:ed wet(' hoinhed by the idea They wanted
tocale-ton then ow n Lhildien IheInfo)inialvillage
based arrangement thus \vele contemplating allowed
them to led they still had control ovei and influince
in eating lot the children while icheving nulls ulual

mothers ()I some of the stress of the task The wens
plan did not really take the needs and perceptions of
the women and children into account As a result 110

childcare program was developed
This e\ample illustrate, how critical it is in planning

programs to support parenting and provide care for
young children to be sensitive to patterns of caring
that currently exist. In seeking ways to either antis iate
the stresses of women s responsibilities for children
and or to increase the active involvement of fathers in
children's lives it is crucial to pay attention to the
expectations I ears and desires of both men and
somen

In their review of the relationship between the
mothers attitude and the fathers involvement with the

child Engle and I3reaux I I(I ()4 conclude
The mother ali1111,1( toward the (ark? < tole iii (bild,ate tali

plays maw, IA 111 1,1, 1111(1,1(0011, 11'1111 his L1,11,11111

114,0 ,I,t(P1 rnsoinaglr Mid 0,01 11`111, /.1111,1101

Ilia)' bait 11100' 1111`011`11 q011,CS A101/C1, die 1411'

Clithii (kW 'auk/ S III sift 1111(1 that fly husband IA ON

a 110/1fradltI011ai 1.01

The Changing Roles of
Men and Women
In traditional cultures men s and women s roles were
clearly specified For the most part they were func-
tional given the geographical and political context
within which reonlc lived and the demands on men
and women within that setting. But the context is
changing rapidly as are the lives of individuals What
follows is a discussion of some of the changes that arc
altecting die roles men play in children s lives
Changes in the men's ability to provide eco-
nomically. In all parts of the world there is a change
in the kinds of work that men do and m their ability
to provide' financially for their families With the
move away front a rural subsistence economy into
urban wink situations the changes 01 the nature of
ork the reliance on other people as employers and
an inter national recession many men arc f raiding
themselves unemployed and Linable to support a tann-
lv To a constdcrable degree in most cultures men s
identity and sell-esteem are derived from their ability
to provide lot their families Imanuallv Thus when
they ate unable to (AO so it has an impact on their rela-
tionship with both the mother and the children and as
a consequence men s parenting behavior changes
even to the extent of being absent

\ study m Ilra2d Ilarros I Ott t looked at the icla
windup between the numhei rat latheis who lived
with their lanuhrs and the telativ prncits of the lam
dsi What Banos disc meted was that thew is a neatly
Inxar relationship between family post:11V and lathe's
Its mg in the house Tlw funnel the Lundy the less



likely the father is to he living with the mother and
child when the child is 12 months old: 15 7% of
fathers were not living with their family when the
income was less than $50; 11.8% were not living with
the family when the income was between $151 and
$300; but only 5.2% were not living .with the family
when the income was over $500.

A similar finding came from a study in Jamaica.
There they identified two dimensions of the relation-
ship between mens living with their partners and chil-
dren and their ability to provide income for the fami-
ly First fathers were more likely to stay if they could
provide income, and second women were more will-
ing to allow the man to stay if he could provide
(Brown et al 1993i

A related study.in Chile looked at the relative con-
tributions that fathers made to the family, based on
their relationship with the mother and their ability to
provide support. i Buvinic et al. I9921. The study
found that a Chilean father was 17 times more likely
La contribute to his child's maintenance if he and the
mother were married. Further it he was working he
was five times more likely to provide financial support
than if he were unemployed t as cited in Engle .\
Breaux 1994 pg. 31: Those lathers who felt thee
could make a significant contribution to the family in
financial terms were more present and confident about
their role within the family.

When men car lot find work in their community
they are forced to .migrate to other places. Sometimes
tattlers commute to the city while their families
remain in the rural area Fathers are then only avail-
able on weekends or during holidays However the
search for work may involve moving to another coun-
try as for example the men from Bangladesh and
Indonesia who seek work on the plantations in
Malaysia the Indians and Pakistanis who work in
Saudi Arabia the men from Botswana who migrate to
work in the mines in South Africa and the Turkish
guestworkers in Germany When the only work that
can he found is at a distance fathers can not lie an
integral part of their children s lives
Changes in women's ability to provide eco-
nomically. Women s participation in the workplace
has also changed Rather than decreasing as men s
employment has women s employment has increased
The data e lied on page 5 regarding the peicentage of
household income generated by women is one indica-
tion of woolens increasing ability to contribute to the
family income With this conies an increase in wom-
en S status within the tannic' and in their post er to
make decisions which allect the family

I however even with women earning more it is still
not cnourli They ale generally employed in low-
income robs that oiler little secuotv and few benefits
And they still earn less (winey per hour so they have
to work a greatei number of hours to generate an
equivalent level of income holm. ally even though
women are earning less than men thee «ifitribute a
higher per«.ntage of their unite to the family than
do fathers Increasing their earnings would have a mg

nificantly greater impact on children than increasing
the father's earnings by an equivalent amount. since
women donate a greater percentage of their income to
promote children's well-being. This conclusion comes
front a study by Engle 11994b) who looked at the rela-
tionship between the contributions that both men and
women made to family income in Guatemala and
Nicaragua, and the impact on children s nutrition.

In the Guatemalan study, Engle found that there
was a relationship between fathers' contribution to
family income and children's nutritional status
However it was not the relative amount a man con-
tributed (for exzImple. $10 dollars vs. $50 dollars, that
determined the quality of children's nutritional status.
but rather the percentage of the father's income that
was contributed to die family. In looking at the rela-
tive contribution of the mother's and father's income.
Engle calculated that to increase the child's height for
age by halt a standard deviation...it would be neces-
sary to increase the salary of the mother by $11.40 per
person per month. To achieve a similar change by
manipulating the father's income one would have to
increase his salar: by $loo 00 Engle 1994b pg. 22,
given the percentage of mother and father income
allocated to children

The increase in income for women creates changes
for the family but does not necessarily mean that
women are able to proYide f Manually all that the fam-
ily needs. In mane ca,es there is a complex inter-rela-
tionship between men's contributions. woolens con-
tributions. the survival demands placed on both par-
ents and the family functioning that results t-om these
interacting factors While it is difficult to sort out the
Shitting economic opportunities for both men and
women it does appear that a development strategy
that encourages an increase in the father s commit-
mnt to his children and the percentage of his income
he contributes to the lamily would he fruitful
Society's changing expectations. Another
dimension of die focus on men m the lives of children
IN the fact that there are changing societal expecta-
tions in tennis of the ways and extent to which men
shot de be in yo.vec. Iin the lives of their children There
are several factors shifting expectations of men As
mentioned above the changing economic circum-
stance, and moves to more urban settings have
changed lamily strictures putting pressure on parents
to rethink their roles and leaving men and women
searching for models of how to behave in relation to
children As the South ithe Nlaiority World, has
increased contact with the North particularly through
the mass media expectations of men are often milt'.
enced by the images of fathering peipetuated by tele-
vision radio and movies Even in remote corners of
the world television and lath.) plow:anis are pioviding
models of men who are involved in then. children s
lives and upbringing

tittl lamily intervt noon programs have success.
fully taken advantage of dins fiend f:01 example m a
breasiteeding protect Ill loidan fathers sons and
motheis ,t w \vele chosen as messengeis
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Teaching in a child care program has rewards for men and children.
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I he cambinatian of these messengers t and the use
in presenting newly reinforced involve-

ment by men' provided a support for breastfeeding
plat tit es within the family structure in lordan that was
much swinge' than wiai Illation solely targeted to the
minhet

In man parts at the world a return to fundamental-
ist religion,. is affecting how lathers view their roles
\s leligmtis k -ad -is ',leach that parents ate responsi-
ble lit the maial health of their children, men are
Inc teasingly becanung inteicsted ut af fecting their
hildicns upbringing in mole than a cusu.dial way. As

the abase csample illustrates this (. an he supported bv
plog1.1111,, that pnimate positive pall:Ming practices
aiming mva
Men's desire to change their role. ( )ver the past
211 veal., o1 sa their has been a shift on the part ()I
men in North commies towatd greater lecognition of
thu influents an the development of their children

the wamen s mavemnt has certainly given an

46,

impetus to this. an added piece is that many men have
realized that they arc missing out on an important
experience by not being involved in the day-to-day
lives at their children. They are se-king ways to bal-
ance family and work. They are also beginning to
redefine fathering and look for social support in tak-
ing fathering more seriously. Fledgling support groups
have sprung up, numerous T.V. shows have portrayed
men who find themselves in the role of single parents
or as active parents within nontraditional hbuscnulds.
and the topic has made the rounds of talk shows, mag
azine articles, and nonfiction bestsellers.

In many North (and South) countries men receive
mixed messages about their rights and duties as
fathers. Men who care about children are portrayed is
everything from heroes to emasculated pushovers
They are pressured by media messages to get involved
in their children's lives. and then in sonic settings
viewed suspiciously by other parents if they do. In
most cases they have little opportunity to take
parental leave from work when their children are in
need, and then involvement is dependant On the
cooperation of the children's mother. who may or
nay not he prepared to actually allow the father into
the carcgiving and num!' tog process. As the data from

the I ligh 'Scope I I ,\ study 1( Amsted and Weikait,
1991) demonstiate, despite the widespread rhetoric in
support of fathering, die reality is that most fathers
still spend less than an hour a day alone with their
young children which is a small percentage of the

3



Some men become teachers within the formal education system. UNICEF D0193-1704 Lemowie

time their child receives care.
Changes in families and their living situations are

happening rapidly \Ve cannot predict how these
changes will al feet families and the care they provide
lor young children. This makes it even more impor-
tant for programs that strive to support young chil-
dren alto their families to take the time to examine the
circumstances in which women and men are attempt.

or lading' to parent their children It is crucial to
identity within each context I the presence of
fathers and other men in young children s lives 2
men s expectations of themselves In relation to their

InIchen and the children s mothers 3 mothers and
the community s expectations of men 4 the ways
men are iesponding to these expec unions b,)th pro
duc lively and destruc Lively and 5 the supports tot
and impediments to men s involvein,:nt in tie live,. of
their chddien

Beyond Being a Father
\ \ Tide the odu that n u n pia\ in relation to then n'.\ 11
children is c I lug al in the lives of inch% sisal c hildren
the ioles Wien play in the world beyond then fmnilv
are likely to have an intim( ton a giatei imitil)i of chit
dren In ti days %ild men ale in key (let is-on making
positions within religious groups \ithin the coin

munity within the health and social services that sup-
port family life within educational institutions that
socialize children, and within the political parties that
rule our nations. Thus if we arc truly serious about
looking at the ways to make a difference in children,
lives we need to locus considerable attention on
ackhessing and raising the awareness of men in their
piolessional capacities
Men as teachers. In many traditional cultures men
played a significant role in the lives of children, par-
ticularly boys as the children got older The men
were responsible lor socialization tasks that would
assure continuation of the culture Boys served as
apprentices hi men in learning how to herd annuals
hunt and or lo:low the 'mink' craft within the village
Nlen were also responsible lot socializing children
into applopriatu social roles. teaching them to respect
then elders and the social mores of the culture Thus
Filen played a significant tole m assuring that the child
became a pact of and was able to pet petuate the cid-

Tcsc p,nttns continue in some c ulturus hut Ill
most thew ha, been a maiked c flange

With the intioduc tom of model mix tonna]
schools contact pith the world bt.vond the village
and the ayadahility ()I mass media children s ideas
about what adults should do and he now «11111' from a
variety of sotllll5 These sottices piovide Illlolllldllun
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and knowledge that fathers do not have. Thus the
father is no longer seen as the primary source for
learning.

Some men carry on the historical role'of teacher by
becoming teachers within the structure of the formal
educational system. However, while we see many men
involved in teaching at the higher levels of education.
few men are involved in teaching the youngest chil-
dren. In fact, in the higher grades of the educational
system (and at University the teachers are mostly
men. Whereas. the younger the children being taught,
the more likely it is that the teachers are women.
Historically in many cultures men have been primary
school teachers. but in many places that is changing
and teaching at this level is becoming more a woman's
province. In some cultures this is appropriate. In the
Northern Areas of Pakistan referred o earlier, where
women are not 'visible'. girls would not be allowed to
go to primary school it the teachers were men.
However, in most parts of the word this gender strat-
ification of teaching roles has more to do with the sta-
tus of teaching young children than with social
taboos. The younger the age of the children being
taught the less status and pay) associated with the
job

An examination of some of the issues faced by men
who wish to work with young children was undertak-
en in the LIK. The study resulted in a publication,
What s Donk, at the Family The Dilemmas of A tell

Who Care for Children reviewed on page 27 of this
Notebook. i In essence the study indicates that there are
psychological. social and economic, rather than bio.
logical. reasons for the lack of men's involvement in
the lives of young children. For example men teach-
ing young children report that they face prejudice
from other teachers and the children's parents. that
the pay for their job is considerably lower than they
could get in other types of work, and that they fre-
quently feel isolated as the 'token man within a cen-
ter-based program. The study discusses many of the
issues raised by men and women working in childcare
centers that Mkt t men's recruitment and participation
as staff mt..mbers and recommends a series of policy
changes that would allow and encourage men to
become more actively involved in caring I or young
children outside the home.
Men as healers. One of the most significant ways
that men affect the well-being of voting children is
through the medical system Traditionally and in
modern times men have chosen to become healers
And while the healing profession is becoming nun e
open to women the tippet echelons of policvmakeis
and the maiorav of physic ions are still predominantly
men thiough the years the publications of prominent
male doctors have guided the upbringing of millions
of children in the Noith and have also influenced par-
enting styles in South countilCS as well 'Hie influence

of such physicians as Dr. Benjamin Spock and Dr. T.
Barry Brazleton has been felt around the world.

In addition it has been predominantly men who
have developed the policies, of the major donor agen-
cies in the field of healthWHO and UNICEF are
primary among these. These leaders have developed
policies and programs published literature. made
funding decisions and set priorities which have
impacted children worldwide. Yet the health field still
has not embraced or promoted the basic tenets of
early childhood development. nor does it reflect
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A ma le health worker at an outreach clinic in
Bhutan.

awareness of the whole range of young children s
developmental needs Unfortunately many health
related programs for young children do not address
their cogndive social or emotional needs and thus are
of limned c-f fectiveriess If medical decision-makers
were mote au-are of the benefits of integrated pi o-
giamming that supports the young child and the fam-
ily they c cold use their positions of power and 'Mkt
core to gieathv improv the well-being of Young did
drn

I health providers ate a tremendous resource
Programs v lilt h seek to support voting children and
then families could greatly uncut by teat lung out



more to the health profession and involving them in
the development and provision of early childhood
programs.

Men as community leaders. Another role pre-
dominantly held by men is that ut community
leaderwhether that he the mayor. the town council,
the chief. These men dictate policy within the COM
munity and their actions directly affect the lives of
children. Educating community leaders about the
value ,nd importance of the early years can yield ben-
efits An example of this comes from India. SEWA
(Self Employed Women's Association) in India is an
organization that works with women in the informal
work sectorwomen who are ragpickers, bidi rollers,
street sweepers. vegetable sellers, etc. SEWA helps
these women to organize and gain recognition for
their work. One of the groups of women that SEWA
has helped support are workers in the tobacco indus-
try. These women are involved in all aspects of tobac-
co productionthey plant the tobacco, care for it as
it grows, harvest and then process the leaves. By law.
the people (mostly men) who operate the tobacco fac-
tories are mandated to provide childcare for the young
children of their employees. However, they have not
adhered to this requirement.

SEWA, funded by the Aga Khan Foundation.
decided to work with the tobacco owners to establish
childcare centers. However, they found that
approaching the owners directly was largely unsuc-

cessful As an alternative strategy. the,SEWA team
met with the mayor in each of the towns where there
was a factory. They discussed the difficulties faced by
the women and the needs of the young children
Surprisingly the mayors were sympathetic In several
of the towns there were buildings not currently occu-
pied that were given to the childcare program. Other
villages donated equipment and supplies. The contri-
butions of the villages provided a starting point for the
implementation of childcare centers. Seeing the con-
tributions made by the local community, some of the
factory owners also began to contribute to the centers,
through providing the salary for the teacher and /or
giving food for the children. Because they were origi-
nally shut out by the factory owners, SEWA was
forced to develop a creative and effective alternative,
which was to work with the political leadership in the
town. In the long-term this allowed for the develop-
ment of a stronger program. Now the community at
large has a greater understanding of the needs of the
women and children and has made a public commit-
ment to providing them with appropriate supports.
Men as religious leaders. In almost all religions
the leadership is provided by men. They interpret the
docuMents wh.ch support the religion; they provide
the teachings that are meant to guide people's lives;
they determine the policies that affect families, partic-
ularly women and children; they control resources
that could he directed toward providing appropriate

James Grant (recently deceased) of UNICEF worked with many communities creating policies and
programs to support young children and their families.
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supports. -Film they are important allies in developing
programs.

There have been several success stories Tii which a
church hierarchy, or individual religious leaders have
taken a positive leadership role in (or have been edu-
cated by program provider, into) providing necessary
resources and support.

For example, within Latin America the Latin
American Council of i!i.hops ICELANP, has produced
a radio theater series to assist in the parental education
work being carried out by various "Child Pastorates.'
throughout the Latin American Region. The series is
called "Lo Mejor de Nosotros" (Our best ), and
includes a program particularly aimed at fathers, titled

to necesito" (Papa, I need you). The program
aims to develop the idea that children are not only the
responsibility of women. It promotes reflection about
the false images of fathering that predominate and
promotes thinking about what it means to he a good
father, as well as promoting better dialogue between
mothers and fathers for the good of the children

A different type of clerical involvement comes from
the coast of Kenya, populated predominantly by
Muslims. In 1986 a preschool program integrating
secular with religious training was developed as the
result of discussion among religious leaders in the area.
They were concerned because Muslim children were
neither gaining entrance to primary schools nor doing
well it they were able to find places. One of the rea-
sons for this was that the children's religious education
began at age 3 and continued until age 9. Children
could then enter the secular schools However, since
they were over-age for primary grade 1. and places
were scarce few Muslim children gained entrance into
primary school. The leaders sought a solution.

It was proposed that a preschool program he devel-
oped that would integrate the Islamic principles
important lor children in the preschool-aged group
with secular experiences that provide them with the
appropriate basic cognitive skills Upon completing
this preschool children would have the basics of their
Islamic education and yet still he able to apply for
entrance into primary school. The protect was funded
by the Aga Khan Foundation and gained the support
of the Kenyan Institute of Education (KIE, It was suc-
cessfully implemented and given the high quality of
their preschool experience large numbers of children
are now accepted into primary ',ell( oils and have done
well Their religious education continues in the after-
noon

Itnntinatn.n alitnit the tatlin thcatct sci les (MI he (610111((1
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This project is about

reconciling cultural

and religious differences;

it is about changing

attitudes toward education

among the Muslims; it is

about encouraging .learning.

Key figures in getting this program conceptualized
implemented and accepted were the Mwalims: the
Islamic teachers responsible for children's religious
education and for the activities associated with the
Mosque. The Mwalims had to be strong supporters of
the program in order for it to succeed. Thus consider-
able effort was devoted by program developers to edu-
cating the Mwalims about the value of the program
and the importance of their role in it. Several
Mwalims were very responsive, and in some cases
individual Nlwalims were able to influence their more
cautious colleagues in embracing the program.
Watching the activities undertaken during the day.
seeing tEe teaching style of the teachers working with
the preschoolers and being amazed by children s
responsiveness, some of the Mwalims have requested
training in these less punitive teaching methods.

Today the Mwalims are some of the strongest
advocates of the program. They are the ones who pre-
sent the program to their peers. They take great pride
in the preschools that operate in their Madrassahs and
in some instances the Nladrassah preschools have
become the centerpiece of community development
efforts (Evans 1992
Men as policymakers. Beyond the confines of the
community there are men who have key roles in the
development of national poll y. Nlen are the predom-
inant framers of policy. While their decisions are
influenced by their own experiences the political cli-
mate the extent to which they are beholden to their
supporters and the strategies they think will keep
them in power knowledge also helps

The Education for All Initiative focused the worlds
attention on the importance of basic education
Policymakers from countries throughout the world
came together to explore what support for basicleciiie
cation would mean in their m mcoies As a part of the

mess they expanded their understanding of the
importance of the early seals to children s
growth and development Given the avai!ability of
funds to support basic education being allocated by
the maim donors, countries began to examine then
own education policies l INK It I INFti( ( )
and The World Bank have been working in a mother



of countries to promote national commitment to early
childhood programs. A part of the process has been
the education of policymakers.

Awr,reness of the needs of young children can
inform policy, or can be the impetus for ministry-
based programming. An example of the latter comes
from Colombia, where the Colombian Institute for
Family Welfare (ICBH, a government agency, has set
in motion a fathering project called "Paternar''. This
program aims to educate men to recognize their
responsibility for the development of their children.
The project uses a variety of teaching techniques: a
series of pamphlets about fathering and values, short
television spots, distribution of children's hooks about
fathering to the national childcare centers, and train-
ing of community educators about fathering.
Attention is paid to fathering during pregnancy, dur-
ing birth and in the rearing and education of children
The basic messages in all of the materials are that all
fathers can enjoy their children by being fathers who
are loving, provide help and are present. The final
goal is to construct a new kind of family in which -tie
man becomes part of the everyday life of the family,
develops emotional maturity in his relations with his
children and his wife, and becomes an engaged father
husband and friend

An example of how specific attention to and educa-
tion about the needs of young children can inform
policy comes from Malaysia. a country rich in natural.
human and financial resources. Over the years divi-
sions of the government in Malaysia have devoted
considerahle resources to a variety of early childhood
programs. in the form of preschools and childcare
These have been developed and implemented by vari-
ous ministries. However. because there arc numerous
stakeholder; in Early Childhood Development. it has
been difficult for the government to coordinate their
efforts and arrive at a unit.'el policy for young chil-
dren. In discussions is ith the t..,overnment about theswim
In the next issue

of the Coordinators'

Notebook we will

present more infor-

mation on ways to

promote the devel-

opment of national

policies in support

of early childhood

care and develop-

ment.
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future of early childhood programs
in the country. UNICEF agreed to
fund a study which would provide
the government with recommenda-
tions regarding future policy and
programming.

A process was put into place that
brought together those individuals
already involved in early childhood
provision and other stakeholders in
the government with interest in
voting children 'Through a set ;CS of
workshops and focused studies this
group of nolicymakeis learned 111()R:

about the :inv.:it-tame of the early years While mans-
ot the participants representing health rural develop-
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ment interests, education, labor, child welfare and
other ministries had experience with their particular
area of expertise or concern, they had not really had
the chance to sit down with others and develop a
holistic integrated vision of young children's lives, and
policies about how to address the whole range of a
family's needs.

The experience resulted in a commitment by the
group of policymakers. predominantly men. to pro-
vide government support to young children and the
development of an early childhood polity by the gov-
ernment of Malaysia. (Evans and Ismail, 19941

The decision-makers in young children's jives,
whether they he men or women, need an awareness of
how to best support young children's development.
They need to be integrated into any ongoing pro-
gramming efforts if these programs are to take root
and succeed. While the day-to-day interactions of
mothers with their children are of crucial importance
in supporting young children's growth, the interac-
tions with fatherspotentially a positive and rich
source of parentingare also important. And since
the mothers and children and fathers do not live in a
vacuum, the other family members, community deci-
sion-makers, health and other service providers and
policymakers all need to come to see the ways that
their decisions, and their ignorance, affect the well-
being of young children and their families.

Thus. as we seek to continue to raise awareness
about the importance of the early years and as we seek
additional resources that can be devoted to providing
appropriate support to families, strategies need to be
developed that focus on including more men in the
process. at all levels Sonic possible strategies arc iden-
tified below.

Strategies
Men are not likely to deepen their understanding and
involvement with their children or in the field of Early
Childhood Care and Development on their own. In
fact. in many parts of the world. awareness is needed
at a basic level: men (indeed all adults) need to see
that what they do and what they provide greatly
affects their children. Those of us already working
with children need to develop deliberate strategies to
get men more involved. Strategies can be identified at
several levels

Work with men in different positions of
power to expand their unaerstanding of the
value of the early years.

It s important not only to provide them with
appropriate information. but also to help them 'demi-
Is way, that they persnr ally, and m then professional

uapat ity can hac a positive impact on the livcs of
thrldreo

a Work with men directly in relatiori to
parenting.

This stratepv is directed more to men as father,.
Mary men would get nitric involved m the live', of

t
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their children if
they telt more
comfortable
doing so. Three
of the dimensions
of comfort are
having appropri-
ate knowledge,
understanding
how that knowl-
edge applies to
them personally,
and having a sup-

portive context in
which to try on
new behaviors.

Provide men
with child
development
and parent-
ing information.

Currently many of the parenting programs work
only with mothers. There are good reasons for this:
women are easier to reach; they are the primary care-
givers; they are more motivated to learn; they receive
social support for their role as caregivers. They do not
risk being teased by their peers for their interest in
becoming involved with their children. Nonetheless,
if fathers are to become a greater part of children's
1ives then program planners need to work harder to
get them involved.

One project that is attempting to be more inclusive
of fathers is sponsored by the Iliddle East and North
African (MENA) office of UNICEF. There they are
developing a series of videotapes that focus on chil-
dren's development during the first three years of life.
The abilities of infants and young children are pre-
sented through cartoons. Also included in the scripts
are the ways in which adultsmen and womencan
interact with young children to support their growth
and development. The videos demystify the child
development process so that women and men can
become more comfortable parenting young children.-

si Provide appropriate role models.
Besides lacking knowledge men tend to lack expe-

rience with young children. In sonic cultures they
have little or no contact with the child during the
early months. In the I.ao experience described on
page 6. men would begin to provide some help by car-
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oppmiekt

rying the child.
but that did not
happen until the
third or fourth
month of the
child's life. Before
that time only
women interact-
ed with the child.
If men do not See
other men inter-
acting with chil-
dren and they
had no experi-
ences with young
children during

MIE=UNEW.--IiiiI their youth and
adolescence, then
the idea of han-
dling an infant or
providing care to

a toddler may never have crossed their minds.
However, it they see other men interacting with
young children they may begin to feel it is alright for
them to do so as well. One of the accomplishments of
the UNICEF videos is to provide models of appropri-
ate ways men can interact with their young child.

Provide support to men in their fathering
role.

Even if men have more information about children s
growth and development, and even if they see other
men interacting with children, they may not feel com-
fortable doing it themselvesit is not manly or
macho. As roles arc changing everyone (men and
women) is lett with uncertainties about what is appro-
priate behavior in relation to children. It can be very
threatening to address some of these fears in cross-sex
groups One way for men to explore their feelings,
tears and concerns about parenting is to create men-
only discussion groups. Thee groups provide men
with the psychological and physical space they need
to talk about their role as fathers. An example of such
a group comes from the Jamaica experience. described
in the article "Gender Relations and Conflicts in
Fathering'. page 21

A good starting place in supporting men is to build
on parenting behaviors that are already acceptable for
men in a particular culture. For example. in most cul-
tures fathers may play with small children in a "rough-
house' way. Other types of play could be added to
their repertoire In cultures where men arc storytellers
for children this behavior can be built upon at earlier
ages than it is usually introduced.

Many men need support in taking an active parenting role.
Shenzad Noorani Aga Khan Foundation

Iniormation about dn., set ui videotapes can he obtained
Irons Cacsie Landeo, LINK TI 11)11.411, Thies LInitcd
Nations Plaza New York New Yolk 10017 Tel 1212 .702
?t3 lax 2121702-7140
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Provide men with opportunities to care
for young children.

Armed with knowledge, appropriate role models.
and the psychological support they need to take risks,
men need opportunities to care for and interact with
children. Here women and the society as a whole
have a role to play. First, women (mothers and moth-
ers-in-law) need to see a value in allowing men into
their domain In many instances women have no
choice: they need help. In other cases women need to
be supported in redefining their power and influence
if they are to consciously create room for the father to
take care of the child on his own.

Men also need opportunities to interact with chil-
dren in a variety of contextsin childcare centers, in
pre- and primary schools. While men are willing to
work in primary schools, (though generally not with
the lower grades), it is extremely rare to find them
working with children under the age of 6. As noted in
the study undertaken by the National Children's
Home in the UK, the conditions of work in childcare
centers offer people working in them neither status
nor appropriate pay. These poor conditions are a
reflection of the
society's lack of
understanding of
the importance
of the early years.
If we really val-
ued children and
really believed
that the early
experiences are
critical in terms
of establishing
the basis for adult
development,
then we would
invest highly in
finding the very
best people pos-
sible (women and
men1 to work
with young chil-
dren Those
working with
infants and young
children would
have the status training and salaries that we now allo-
cate to those teaching at the university level. Men
cannot be blamed for not wanting to work with chil-
dren It is seen as -women's work": work that any
woman can do: work that requires no training: work
that is not valued highly enough to receive even mini-
mal pay

In the Maturity World fathers are sometimes
involved in the creation of community-based
preschools However, the role that fathers generally
play in these preschools is to help construct the budd-
ing or make equipment and toys They are seldom

directly involved with children. Few men become
preschool teachers. and fewer still choose preschool
teaching as a career choice.

An instructive counter-example of men getting
directly involved in a preschool comes from Peru.
There in the Altiplano, on the shores of Lake Titicaca,
is a preschool project where men have chosen to be-
come preschool teachers. As a part of a larger commu-
nity development effort, preschools were created to
serve as an entry point into the community leadership.
The community believed so strongly in the value of
the preschool that they vested the teacher role with
status. Not surprisingly men from the village elected
to he trained to take on this important role. While it
is admirable that the community was willing to vest
status in preschool teaching, this example brings up
many of the prickly issues in striving to reach out and
"recruit" men to work with young children. All
preschool teacherswomen and menshould
receive higher status. Unfortunately in many commu-
nities, once a job has been elevated in pay or status, it
is taken on and sometimes taken over by men. Thus it
is important in providing men with access to children,

4:4-"

Men need opportunities to interact with children in a variety of contexts.

that it not he done in a way that disempowers or cate-
gorically displaces women who have been caring for
and educating young children for years

Change the economic environment.
I f it were possible to provide men %vial a better

understanding of child development, to provide them
with experiences with young children so that they
could gain confidence in their skills and abilities to
meet the needs of children and if work conditions
were improved for those caring for children, an even
greater barrier to making men a more integral part of
children's lives would still exist. That has to do with

j
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the economic environment. As long as men cannot
find jobs that make them feel worthy, and as long as
men have to migrate thousands of miles away from
home, it will be difficult for them to he an integral
part of their children's lives The economic environ-
ment affects all people who care for young children:
mothers, teachers, fathers, childminders. Thus at a
basic level, support for young children must come
from the community, in terms of financial opportuni-
ties for both men and women, supports for all parents
on the part of employers, and an infrastructure that
allows families to adequately provide for their young
children's healthy development.

Where Do We Begin?
To increase and improve the involvement of men in
the lives of children does not require the influx of
enormous financial resources; it requires a rethinking
of current policy development and programming
efforts. It requires being more conscious of how to
include men in early childhood programsmen as
policymakers, community and religious leaders, and
men as fathers. It also requires a recognition that men
and women generally have different sets of experi-
ences, needs, histories, pressures and attitudes.

At the.lune 1994 Workshop hosted by UNICEF
and the Population Council (cited on page 2). the par-
ticipants developed a set of questions that could he
included in the current. Situation Analysis process that
UNICEF undertakes before beginning programs for
young children and their families. The questions arc
designed to help program developers gain an under-
standing of men's current role in relation to children.
A paraphrasing of the recommendations made at the
workshop (Engle, f 994a. pg. 28-29) follows:

What is the family structure' What are the living
arrangements and what are the relationships
between males and females in the household?
Often assumptions about male iind female roles are :mortal

This question can help define the local reality and give program

planners at place to 1,0111

What are the patterns of resource allocation within
the family (e.g what is allocated to adults versus
children, males versus females) and who controls
the allocation' Who earns the income? Who dis-
tributes it?
A, ;toted. (here is come whient c to suggest that women ate mote

likely than /1111 IO unr thelf iesourc cluldten. and m some

area,. boy: Ut CIO(' difirtilli tr,thucnt 110111 amts AlllOrls

of romme allot awn can provide information on

where to tatget intovention

What are typical tasks performed by males and
females within the various age gimps' Is time Nut
ty in these assignments" I low 'midi time is spent in
each kind of task'
Tilt, information can be used to belp I Ium.rt,.am. till' consihnid,

to male or female involvement in community activities or use of

services.

What is the constitutional and legal framework sup-
porting gender equity? This question includes cred-
it, inheritance, ownership, maintenance, child affil-
iation, marriage and divorce laws, custody laws,
domestic violence, and the right for citizenship to
he transferred by the mother as well as the father.
The legal structure cannot create change, but an inadequate

legal structure can impede change. An understanding of the

legal framework would help identify areas that need to he

changed to provide better support to families.

How have the concepts of masculinity and feminin-
ity been defined? Arc they limited or flexible? What
are the male/female roles regarding sexuality and its
control? What are the patterns of socialization
which lead to these concepts?
Concepts of masculinity and femininity may limit acceptable

behavior, particularly concerning fathering roles that involve

nurturing. and male responsibility regarding sexuality By

understanding Current behaviors it is possible to build on and

expand them to increase parental involvement in supporting the

child's development

What is the role of the father? Is there a father sub-
stitute at any period?
The role of the father may be different that. appears to be

from the outside. and there may be several people involved

fathering'. Again. ink/1'016011S should build on existing

strengths.

Identify particular problems associated with the
father role such as violence within the family or
lack of contribution. and look for positive charac-
teristics of the traditional male role. Also, identify
examples of 'positive deviance', or men who have
been successful at the fathering role.
We should be aware of potential problems. and at the same

time. we 111161 find the value of existing pottems. By identify_

Pig What Contributes to positive deviance it is possible to sup-

port introduce elements into the culture that will shift this

'deviance' to become the norm.

What are the harriers to change toward a more gen-
der- balanced family structure, toward a "new
father.'" Would this change he beneficial. or are the
harriers to change protecting important social val-
ues and valences?

Altlicnigb stem to beassumma that we all should be moving

toward the model of the new father and more equal gender toles.

this move May 1101 be appropriate in all cases, and may have

disadvantage% dot some chuldrrn Therefore the hornets th.nlid

bt CNinnilld ctnefully Par Ili utiti ly from the per,pa five of the

potuutual bent la taunt,

In suns isseis represent approximately half of the
population of the world. At the present time men in
both their professional and personal capacities ale sel-
dom aware of the importance of the early Years in
MW, of children's later development Neither are
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they aware of their impact on the lives of children, nor
of the joy they can receive from being a significant
part of a child's life. All of us working with and caring
for children need to he open to and promote greater
participation by men in early childhood activities.
Improved involvement of men in children's lives will
bring much needed resourcesemotional and linan-
cialto the support of children's growth and devel-
opment.
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Pregnancy, birth and mothering are turning

points in women's lives, for many young

women with little education and few opportu-

nities, they are the only path to adulthood

Lone mothers have to grow up fast, and

women after a divorce often discover in them-

sel.,es unexpected strengths. But where are

the points of growth for the equivalent young

men? If they have no real, continuing con..ec-

tion with the babies they have fathered, if

they cannot make the transition from teenager

to worker, let alone to provider, where is the

growth into adulthood and maturity to come

from?

l'atocta I--1(nvitt In Search of the Nlocicrn hathel

The ,I.ondon Nla 1(1 It/93

In a regional survey conducted by the Caribbean
Child Development Centre 'CCM: c in I987. it
was determined that despite burgeoning recogni-

tion and support for organized child care programmes
around the Caribbean. the vast majority ion average
85".0 n1 children below the age of lour remained at
home in the care of parents or other family care-

I he I dithhan hi;t1 I )ecelttpitient I untie .1 ( I)( tti the t Intyciyit \ tit the West Inches 1( hoot of Continuing 41tudie, sa,
established m 1975 to momote healthy ihtld &VA:1011111CM in the reginit through Hawing nowt amine, lewatt h the ties elimment
of (Ulm ula and whet unmet cal,. and poll( v development
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givers. The question was: How do we best support
healthy child development among home -based care-
givers: From the survey it appeared that parenting
education efforts in the region were primarily direct-
ed toward women and teenage girls. Further a search
of materials on the Caribbean family produced a
wealth of literature on the Caribbean woman and
mother. but Caribbean studies on men and the family
proved almost non-existent. Instead, stereotypes about
men's attitudes and behaviors in relation to their fami-
lies mostly negative have substituted for informed
data.

CCDC was not comfortable addressing regional
parenting education needs with only stereotypes
about 50% of Caribbean parents. Thus we established
a research project to study Caribbean men in relation
to their mating and family life patterns. Specifically
the research was designed.

to provide a sociohistorical perspective on the
roles men in the Caribbean have played within
and on behalf of the family;
to survey and describe the current attitudes and
behaviors of a cross-section of men in Jamaica;
to use a participatory research design to generate
data and also to use local analysis and problem-
solving related to the topics of study;
to make research findings available in formats that
would serve not only professional research'teach
ing interests but also the concerns of public educa-
tors. family life workers gender studies groups.
etc.;
to design formats and materials to be used in con-
ducting similar investigations in Jamaica and other
Caribbean countries that could provide data to
complement the Jamaican study.

Methods
There were two distinct paths used to gather data:

I. A survey questionnaire was administered to a
total of 700 men from four different communities (two
urban and two rural). All respondents were low-
income. working class lamaican men A total of 110
questions probed a range of issues related to men's
attitudes and behaviors about family life and childrea-
ring

2 The same issuessometimes expandedwere
also explored in a series of discussion groups with men
and women in the same or adjoining communities as
those surveyed A male-female facilitation team guid-
ed these groups through participatory activities
designed to evoke the same themes covered in the sur-
vey The resulting discussions were recorded and find-
ings compared to the harder data obtained in the stir

In general the methods were complementary and
mutually reinforcing This brief report will draw on
findings Irom both approaches and will look particu-
larly at some of the aspects of the man woman rela
tions which affect the lives of fathers and their chil-
dren

Man and His
Families
It was soon apparent that as investigators we needed
to he concerned with Man and his Families if we were
to fully describe the mans contributions to the family.
This meant we had to begin x .:h a man's family of
origin, in which obligations and expectations of a son
are formed and often remain strcng throughout the
male's lifetime. We then had to examine how the
common multiple-union pattern of men tends to add
on more complex obligations and expectations as the
man gets older.

In other words. a man's family is defined differently
at different points in his life There are family respon-
sibilities to parents (especially the mother), to his sib-
lings and their children, to his baby mother,.$) (women
who bear his children). to his outside children (children
he is not living with from earlier unions), and to chil-
dren with whom he may now reside with a common-
law or married wife.

Traditionally. Jamaican culture has been clear that
a man's primary obligation to his familyr les). his role
as a family man and father, is that of for the
family. The study confirmed that in all the communi-
ties sampled the primary expectation, expressed by
both men and women. was that a good father should
maintain the family financially (average 57', of all
respondents). While in two of the communities more
than a quarter of the respondents also thought that it
was important for a father to "create a good family
life and "set an example... in the other communities
and on all other dimensions no more than 10% of the
sample thought that fathers should "guide and edu-
cate "spend time and effort provide "respect and
positive interaction- or provide dis, Thus
there are very low expectations in terms of fathers
playing an active role in raising the children.

In terms of the good mother, in the two rural com-
munities her primary responsibility was seen as "care
of children and home (60% of the respondents), with
'setting an example". coming second (16%). In terms
of other characteristics showing love.. "showing
respect . 'guide and counsel- 'economic support...
'educate children , "communicate with marry father"
and 'discipline children--less than 10% of the sam-
ple saw these as characteristics of good mothers. In
the two urban communities, however, the pattern was
quite different. Here "setting an example was the
most important ( 27% with 'economic support.
22% "care of children and hornet 19%1 and 'show-

ing love- t 19%) having nearly equal weight.

Defining Family
Roles
lic study showed th )here arc widespread common
beliefs about the components of a fathers role and a
mothers role and about the elements of responsibility
required to he a good mother and a good father But
the study also documented the widespread confusion
and contradictions men and women experience as

2
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they try to live out these expectations in a socio-cco
nomic climate which makes fulfilling them very nearly
impossible. High unemployment and under-employ-
ment, migration to earn, women's increasing entrance
into the formal labor market (away from home), the
erosion of the extended family's resources to assist
with child care, all present harriers for men and
women as they attempt till their understood roles.

The findings from the study underscored the link
between economic stability and family stability. For
example, in the most stable community sampled
where there were the highest levels of post-primary
education and more white-collar employment, men
were more likely to he in a marriage or common-law
union after age 30 and they had somewhat fewer chil-
dren outside the present family than their peers in the
other communities.

A man is considered the head of the family when he
provides economic support and does not "give up his
responsibility" in terms of the family. The following
fairly typical discussion took place during one of the
groups.

A Chorus of IVoinen: Man is not necessarily the head of
the house.

Woman- If a man is living in the house he
must be head.

Woman The man cannot be seen as head of
the house all the time. In ancient
time, men used to be the sole
breadwinners. but not again
[now] Men nowadays have a dif-
ferent view of things; they either
leave the house when responsibili-
ty is too great, or even when they
stay they just reft e to perform the
breadwinning role So the woman
has to do it for the sake of the
children.

Ian Not all men are like that.
Alan- That is not a man, only a gender

man. a Male. Alan is different from
Male. Five and ten-year-olds are
males But when he turns man, he
is supposed to act as man. When
things get rough he does not give
up his responsibility

Woman lamaica then is lacking in Alen.
supported be other women pre-

sent.

So what does a man do heo he cannot provide
mil ic icndy and regularly to satisf the family's basic
needs-

A Jamaican Man's
Choices
What are the working class lamaican man's choices 11

he is to he a maw
I. He can define himself as progenitor. He can

have many children to define his manhood. The study
indicated that "getting", "having" and "fathering" chil-
dren have powerful meaning for men. The! was

extensive discussion of rituals to prove paternity and
the powerful two-edged sword of the "jacket "'.'

2. His manhood can be defined by the number of
women he has acquired. Because progeny usually
result from and accompany these acquisitions, this
strategy can become self-defeating, as the inability to
support these new family additions often erodes the
satisfactions of attainment. The discussion groups
especially brought out the pain, distrust and anger

UNICEF 94-0761 Nicole Toutounji

between women and men in relation to disappoint-
ments, infidelity, jealousies, outside relationships the
distractions of peers, and the resulting vulnerability of
the family unit.

3 Manhood can mean donshipa man can use
images of power and influence, often through crimi-
nality, violence toward women and toward other men.
misuses of position and patronage. etc., to model male

2 A la, Lyi is a child ailoboied to you by a gullnend spouse
who is in tact not VOW" ch11d Or not likely lo ho vont,.
,onitillles men accept a racket knowingly it they icallY
the woman and of ii they think it will add to then niimh:is
of (.1111d1C11 01 women when Nagging about then plowess
This is a double edged %wool because if other persons find
out about 1, espet pesos it becomes a source id teasing
and even derision It also means that it You accept patciniiv
for a tacker von also accept tinancial responsihility tom the
childn



Fathers, Inc.
Fathers, Incorporated began in 1991 In Jamaica. It

was the outgrowth of the Caribbean Child Develop-

ment Centre's (CCDC) first parenting symposium,

held in that same year. One workshop was held for

fathers only and 17 men attended. Their common

denominator was a sense that women stereotype

them unfairly as irresponsible fathers. Under the

leadership of facilitator Dr. Barry Chevannes, the

group evolved, Pnd a core group of approximately

ten men began 'meting weekly, calling themselves

Fathers Only,

A year latdr when CCDC held a second parenting

symposium, this time for men only, the Fathers Only

group assisted during the day of workshops. As the

culminating activity of that day, they officially

launched their group and began a recruitment drive.

On this occasion they officially changed the group's

name to Fathers, Incorporated

The group has become involved in a range of

activitiesfrom providing volunteer work in chil-

dren's residences to sponsoring a workshop on

Violence, Self and the Young Male held in Jamaica

in August, 1993. Another activity has been to form

teams to spread messages about responsible father-

ing more widely throughout Kingston communities.

At present, most of the members (numbering about

70) are from Kingston.

While there was considerable public attention

focused on the group when it first began, the men

involved resisted being caught up in the publicity,

The group worked over time to define itself and

develop a sense of direction,

UNICEF was a major funder for the first two

years of the group's operation. At this point the

group lacks a full-time organizer, and suffers from a

lack of funding. All the work is being done on a vol-

unteer basis, and for most members earning a living

has to take priority over Fathers, Inc, programs.

Thus Fathers, Inc, has begun to lose some of its ini-

tial momentum. In response the group has decided to

seek funding to pay a professional staff member,

They believe this will help solidify the group and

provide it with some stability, Says Chevannes,

"We're still fledgling, but we have the potential to

mushroom into something big."

For more information on Fathers, Inc, contact:

Dr, Barry Chevannes, Fathers Inc., Department of

Sociology and Social Work, University of the West

Indies, Kingston, Jamaica.

;BT COPY AVAILABL.

strength Although men in the study did not generally
condone hitting women, 1-'3 to 2 3 of the sample
admitted to having done so. Many men, and some
women. noted that women often deserved it-

4. A man can migrate in search of means for respon-
sible fathering. which may result in barrels and
money orders sent back to support the family. There
are high costs to the spouse and children in other than
material terms. Many participants spoke of the pain of
childhood separation from a parent for long periods
and its perceived negative impact on their own devel-
opment.

5. He can define his manhood to include nurturing
and other domestic tasks. sharing Lanw and provision
tasks with his partner and participating more actively
in the day-to-day lite of his chill( ren I. He can include
self-enhancing community roles in his definition of
manhood; the street drawings and community gardens
created by otherwise idle youth come to mind, as well
as the creation of support groups such as Fathers,
Incorporated (see inset 1.. Thus he can choose to create
new roles to define manliness.

The men who have opted for the first four choices
have generally informed the popular stereotypes of
the irresponsible r.aribbean father seen as having
opted out of real concern for his children. But what of
the fifth option' For how many men in Jamaica is this
a viable way of defining manhood' Are lamaican men
re-defining manhood, by choice or under duress. in
other than traditional or stereotypical ways'

The study would suggest that the answer to this is
ucs albeit with some qualifiers. For example. the study
indicated that:

Men contribute more to family life than is
credited.

The research did not negate the voluminous docu-
mentation on the Caribbean woman's role as primary
caregiver nor the fact than many carry this role with
the father absent from the home. However. the study
did provide evidence that men are far more involved
in positively contributing to family life than popular
stereotypes suggest lamaican men have clear ideas
about what a good lather should he, and feel respon-
sible with the mother for inculcating moral values and
social skills in their children Although many admit
they cannot or do not always fulfill thir responsibili-
ties to the extent they feel they should they define
their responsibilities to include not only the undisput
ed role of financial provider but also counse.iing and
communicating with their children and generally
being a role model.

Men are active with their children and in
domestic chores, but do not feel enhanced
by these tasks.

The majority of men II. both the survey and in the

lainaiL air. 11%111g All i.,1(1 iiadilnnialls mut
clutInng tic 1(11 111'1 itlaust balk hunk and Wild them ni
loge pot kinp hands tin it ccisni, a 11,mcl Idool .11%%.14,

glcat i ,s( ncnn.nt
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discussuin groups described their active. often daily.
pal ocipatio) in (Riving playing. and reasoning with
then- children and In helping regularly with home-
te irk I orty to fifty percent of the urban sample cook
tidy the house and go to the shop at least twice a
t% eels although the men living t. eh partners report
somewhat less involvement in these activities than
when hying separately This active level of parenting.
beyond mere minding is new

At the same time men generally admit that these
contributions in the domestic sphere are not yet areas
for boasting among peers These tasks arc perceived
by most men and some women as primarily womens
work Therefore men do not yet see them as self
enhancing particularly if their economic circum-
stances do not permit contributions in keeping with
the culturally-prescribed role of breadwinner and thus
laimly head roles that imply authority and decision-
making status

Being r: Mather has strong personal mean-
ing for men.

Fathering is both part of a mans self-definition and
his route to maturity While fathering was not seen as
limited to children under a common roof this was
nonetheless considered the ideal and the arrangement
that allowed a man to contribute most to his children's
devehipment I or those fathers who lived with chil
then there was as contmon acceptance of economic
responsibility hut wide variations in their understand-
ing of the social and psychological components of
athen ng

"Outside" children appear more psycholog-
ically vulnerable than "inside" children.

Those children born early in a man's life, who pro-
vided him with sell -enhancing status when he was
young are of particular concern to us for future study
As these children grow older they get in the way of
new man . oman iclauonships. They are of ten shunt-
ed aside as one or both partners abandon them emo-
tionally and financially in order to consolidate the
new o ,nuance and or economic union

Many childien gin': up in family arrangements that
depot e them of contact with their biological father If
a mother enters a new relationship there is all implicit
mule' standing and respect lor the idea that the new
man has rights over the woman and her children).

his might well mean the sevei ing of the lather-child
bond In this situation the attitude of many of the
sample ldlheis seemed to be inn some 10,c some

Conditions of poverty negatively affect
childrearing practices.

I C \ t C t to whIC h economic deprivation and
puVUI ts- WI-VC (0 I Clard the development of inure pro

giesslte mating and childreal mg behavior must he
underscored It is clear that attitudinal change and
stoic total c hanges ale closely mteilelated To make a

difference in attitude, there have to he economic
changes.

Future
Considerations
What happens to the children as 7, result of multiple
unions:' While some of the men said -you win some,
you lose some,- it was clear that many felt they lost
out on being able to father their children in all the

ways they would like. Sometimes they accepted blame

for this. Sometimes they blamed their dissatisfaction
on mothers who no longer want them to relate to
their children. We have to ask. though, if children
aren't the real losers in the man-woman contests that
leave so many children without a relationship with
one, or sometimes either parent.

What happens to outside children7 34%-40% of the
fathers in the sample had two to three baby mothers: 4%
14% had lour or more. While 48 % 63% of the
Lathers in the sample were living at the time with at
least one child under t9 Years. 56% -71 % of these had
at least one child outside Urban men under 30, pre-
dictably. were more likely to be in this group. Since
large numbers of children do not live with their
fathers, future research needs to examine the extent to
which these outside children are responsibly step-
fathered in subsequent family configurations, or are
left feeling essentially fatherless.

Are there ways to support a re-definition of man-
hood that includes active fathering:. Given the
lamaican realities of high urban unemployment and
generally high under-employment, must we not
encourage the trends, however tentative, in the direc-
tion of defining manhood and fatherhood and moth-
erhood, in broader terms that include nurturing, the
sharing of domestic tasks and providing financially for

the family'
Is the new .fatherhood the result of Art one iutiy term a

rektxation in the rabid macho orentation of our sotiety. or

of the new-found economic clout of an ever-increasing number

of women. or simply a mut I) more enlightened, humtn

approach to hfc and family. born out of a reality winch ha,

(0,Isholy sought to (id palm' III eXIS(CIILO

I rather suspect that irrespcctioc of the real moon, the outcome

in terms of benefit< can only he positive, and will ill actual

fact lead to the (maim: of an environment iu which the pat -

tiopant,male. female and of 'sore al how

pun intruded) and relaxedproviding a fluid ant! at ( 01111110-

reality iplikliu,o111(1 allow for healthy development

and for an Inc leasing number of itut'tt to he real lathe',

fart lydc Wabott. ''The Neu, Fathrthood

nr KRI'l Magazine I oon is,I1( 2

AlU1( II I: \tit N I I:1 ):\1

Ilwwit I 1993 (,endo Mown. and I outikts In I alholua
Paper ptcsslitcd at du: I )rick ( .ot don Mcniutial Rescate
Iviiipwtii hinlston I.,m,ita lune .1 19,/i
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Related Resources
Newsletters

Men in Families: Hombres en Familias
This newsletter was developed as a result of a confer-
ence held in December 1993 in Nlexico City in
which a group of researchers and practitioners workec
lor three days to discover how men could he support-
ed in their fathering roles to enhance the well-being
and the lives of their spouses and children. One of the
results of the meeting was a request for additional
information about fathering research and intervention
programs which could assist participants in including
father responsibility as a concern within their work
This newsletter intends to share information and
expertise in the Americas. and is published in both
Spanish and English. Comments and contributions are
welcome For more information contact.

Patrice Engle. Ph D.
Department of Psychology
California Polytechnic Institute .Cal Poly.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
Fax: (805)750-1134 Tel: 18051756-2013
E-mail: di6440 academic.calpoly edu

Working With Men
Although not focused specifically on men in early
hildhood programs this newsletter looks at issues

related to working with men in a variety of contexts.
In health. education. probation. careers, social work
youth work community work and other professions
a growing number of women and Men have begun to
look at their professional efforts with an understand-
ing of masculinity and sexism Often this has occurred
with little support and considerable trial and error
Wolkunt Ertl' Alm provides an outlet for these devel-
opments With a focus on practice and issues related
to practice it is aimed at those already developing
and those who want to develop their awareness in
this area

Workma With Alen is published lour times per year
and is only available by subscription. Subscriptions
run Iron lanliary to December with back issues
included if the subscription is taken out during the
year For more information contact.

11'0) kunl With Alm

c o 320 Commercial Way
I ondon. SE I 1(1N UK
Tel' 4 . 1 I 71)732-9409

Publications on Research
with Program Implications

There arc loin publications that arc It'll:Vain to this
topic The first is a manual that was developed as a
result of the Jamaican experience desci ibed ni lanet
Browns article. (;ruder Relations aid onilt, Is in rallic,,
The second is the report of a research study undeitak
en in the UK by the National ( hildren s f -fume

NCH ) Action for Children The third is a hook from
the LISA designed to help early childhood program%
become more inclusive of fathers The fourth is a

report from High.Scope Foundation that looks at the
situations of four-year-olds in 11 countries. ( )f partic-
ular interest in this context are the data on the levels
of father participation in caring for children

Men and Their Families: Contributions of
Caribbean Men to Family Life. (

1)1 Limaha

The lamaica experience presents an example of
research being used immediately as the basis of a pro-
gram initiative Upon completing the research, The
CCU(: created a handbook for use in church school
and community settings to stimulate discussion of the
issues identified in the research. The handbook pre-
sents a summary of the research findings and then pre-
sents a process whereby nxii and women can discuss.
debate and extend their own understanding of the
issues identified by the research.

Specifically the objectives of the discussion groups
are to:

improve and widen participants' understanding of
the role Caribbean men play in the processes of
child socialization and cultural transmission;
provide assurance that these roles. along with the
roles women play can be strengthened. harnessed
or consciously changed:
remind both men and women of the important
consequences for themselyes, their families. and
society which their beliefs and choices of behavior
represent: and

extend and enrich. through the recording of group
experiences the collective knowledge and the lit-
eratue about Caribbean families and family life.

Within the handbook there are guidelines for the
discussion of male family roles The handbook
includes step-by-step instructions that facilitators can
use In planning eight two-hour workshops This
includes suggested participatory activities to ensure
lively discussion and personal reflection

Topics cover areas important to the roles men play
in family life such as

The familic: err «mic from

The families we (Irate

-Domesta roles within tht (,mm/_Y

-Pro ulflurne, mr lannly role,

-Relationships with our IIrlalirn
Feu tors Whit I, innuokr prtsonalay dmlopintnt

-.Sexuality and the family

Janet Brown writes 'I.eedbat k from groups using
this manual in the Caribbean taker mini-course intro-
duction via the University of West Indies' distance
teaching satellite. has been encouraging )ne group
leader from St Vincent reported that the group des
cussions were vet v lively and lor some were 'like a
good tild.time wash out. -You nave itinning bells.
Wart Ilea I fill' a couple of days then you feel better

and healthier

0
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For information on how 0.) obtain the handbook.
write:

Janet Brown
CCDC P.O. Box 141
Mona, Kingston 7
JAMAICA
Tel:18091927-1618
Fax: (8071917-1910

What's He doing at the Family Centre?
The Dilemmas of Men Who Care for
Children. by Sandy ki(xiim ,\( IIrl.hon for (1,11,1,0:

This study explores why so few men work in family
centers. and the dilemmas of those who do. It
attempts to identify the influences and constraints
which affect the way in which male workers interact
with children and their parents and with other staff.
Data was initially gathered through a questionnaire
sent to male and female staff in 77 family centers run
by the National Children's Home INCH Action for
Children(: 61 centers responded. These responses
were used as the basis for 9 subsequent interviews (pri-

marily with male workers).
The research indicated that the main reason men

do not work in childcare is not because they are hiller-
endy unsuited to this work. but because the rewards
available do not meet their expectations in terms of
status and salary. However. when men do work in the
environments they show that they can provide posi-
tive role models. The study concludes that to work
effectively in family centers men need awareness of
gender issues and support from their colleagues and
from the agencies in which they work. If organiza-
tions are to promote gender equality actively. they
also need to reassess their practice policy and struc-
ture at higher levels

Copies of the report can he obtained by contacting
Sandy Ruxton at:

NCH Action for Children
85 Highbury Park
London Ni IUD, LI K
Tel: '44-171,226-2033
Fax. 44-171 (226-2537

Getting Men Involved: Strategies for Early
Childhood Programs. by I,l tr.,, I17 mu,

This book summarizes a step.bvstep method for get-
ting men involved in the eaelv childhood centers in
the LI S These steps include assessing lather involve
ment_ t reating a fatherdnendly enslomment recruit
mg men to the piogram 01)(1;11111g a lathe, program
and sustaining involvement A number of suategies are
provided I he book also inc hides mption of 1.1

successful programs in the US inally it contains a
list of curl I( ilium matclials books and other lcmimics
that would he useful lot people implementing calk.
liddhood plow ams The book costs 11S$12 lo plus

shipping and handling. It is available from:
Scholastic, Inc.
Tel: within the LI S 18001325-6149

Order Number 49605

It is also possible to contact.
The Families and Work Institute
330 Seventh Avenue
New York, New York 10001
Tel: (212)465-2044 for more information.
(source: I\ len in Families Newsletter)

Families Speak. Early Childhood Care and
Education in 11 Countries. Patricia P Olmsted and

Dated P (eds Ypsilanti, All Fligh/Scope Press.

199/.
Based on an ongoing research project called the IEA
Preprimary Project (described in Judith L. Evans' arti-
cle in this issue of the CN Alen itt the byes of Children).

Families Speak surveys families in II countries about
their use of early childhood services. The 11 countries
include: Belgium. China. Finland, Germany. Hong
Kong. Italy, Nigeria. Portugal. Spain, Thailand, and
the United States.

Addressing the worldwide need for information
about the care and education of preschool-aged chil-
dren. this book includes: arrangements parents make
for care and education of their 4-year-old children,
reasons parents select particular care and education
arrangements; problems parents encounter with care
and education settings; information about children's
daily routines. the settings and caregivers they typi-
cally encounter each week; and specific information
about the organized facilities children attendnurs-
ery schools, preschools. childcare centers Data are
presented on the roles of fathers in the everyday rou-
tines of theft children. Available from:

High "Scope Press
600 N. River St
Ypsilanti. NII. USA 48198-2898
Tel. (31,1485 -2000
lax 1313 1485-(1704

Possible Research Funding
Given the lack of information about the roles of men
in families more research particularly research tied to
application is needed Researchers have been asked to
send proposals to.

ludith Bruce
The Population Council

)ag I lammarskiold Plaza
New YI n I. New York 10017

' e will in (..noidination with umuci. try to find
sources of Wilding 1.11orts will he made to link these
icscaich proposals with program and poll( v appla a

lions .Sotii«. Men in I amilies Newsletter;
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This new section introduces programs designed to provide quality services to young children and their

families. In many cases, the programs we will profile are already working as a resource in their coadry

or region. Many have developed innovative materials, practices, or training methods which they are now

introducing to others. Some of the programs have been rigorously evaluated by "scientific" measures and

others rely on anecdotal evidence to describe their impacts. Our descriptions below are taken primarily

from materials sent to us by the programs being described and do not constitute endorsement of particular

models. Our goal in presenting them to you is to reflect the diversity of efforts being undertaken to address

the needs of young children and their families, and to encourage networking among those involved in ECCD

provision. We invite you to send us information about effective programs in your region.

N

,101414Fiv.wt

Learning is a community endeavor.

An Integrated
Learning
Environment
Community of
Learners Foundation
(COLF)Manila,
Philippines
Summed by Fenv de los Angeies-Bautista (Mentor of COLF

and Consultatr:e Group on ECCD Ad.Asot v Committee Member

Community of Learners Foundation, Inc. (COLE')
is a non-profit foundation committed to develop.
ing and implementing educational programs for
children and adults. Founded in 1983 by a group
of young teachers, the School for Children of
COLF was designed to serve children from infan-
cy to adolescence and also serve as a demonstra-
tion school and training center for adults and
youth who were interested in alternative and
innovative approaches to the education of chil-
dren and youth.

The programs and curriculum of the school
were designed to reflect progressive learner-cen-
tered approaches to educating children ( )l I s

founders were strongly influence(' by the theories
and practices associated with Bank Street ('allege
of Education, a pioneer in progressive education
in New York City that is commuted to multicul-
tural developmentally-appropriate educational

ve.
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prof rams. COL.Es educational approach values
human interaction in the context of a social and
physical environment. The school uses a develop-
mental-interaction approach to learning that does
not prescribe specific method% or materials as
much as basic principles about how children learn
best within their own contexts. It offers age-
appropriate class sizes, decentralized classrooms
with interest centers and work:play areas, an inte-
grated curriculum that maximizes social studies as
the core through unifying themes and units of
study about people and the environment. individ-
ualized assessment and evaluation procedures.
integrated programming for children with special
needs, hands-on mathematics and science pro-
grams, environmental education, a whole lan-
guage approach to teaching language arts. and
close coordination between parents teachers, and
school administrators.

Since its first year, the School for Children of
C.( )1.1:, despite its limited resources, has served as

a resource center for teachers, social workers,
community development workers, college stu-
dents. parent% and others seeking to work more
effectively with children From 198o to the pre-
sent ( ( been able to design and imple-
ment training programs for organizations such as
the Philippine Children's Television Foundation.
the Department of Social Welfare and
I )cvelopment of the Philippine govt.' 'intent the

0 U



Council of Welfare Agencies and a whole range
of foundations. daycare centers, and non-govern-
mental organizations in the Philippines. The
longest and most intensive partnership to date has
been with Bukas Pa lad Foundation which oper-
ates social service centers in two urban poor com-
munities in Metro Manila The community-based
programs now include three center-based Early
Childhood Education programs home-based
feeding programs and play groups parent educa-
tion programs and an infant development pro-
gram for working mothers.

COLF is now recognized as a resource by
urban and rural communities with their own peo-
pleX organizations or community-based organiza-
tions by NGOs who work with parents and chil-
dren through Early Childhood Care and
Education health programs and programs for
street children, by government agencies. and in
the past two years has welcomed visitors from
other countries in the region e g. Vietnam.
Indonesia, Thailand. Nepal. Singapore. COLE has
received requests for some training and exchange
programs as a result of these visits

The Infant Development Program and
Extended Day ,Care, programs, which started out
as a support system for COLF staff members. has
become a model for a workplace-based childcare
support system and ECCD program The infant
program rrovides infants from two to 24 months
of age with a supportive and stimulating environ-
ment while enabling their mothers to continue
working during the breastteeding period. The
extended day program provides supervised mean-
ingful play and learning activities for children
aged two to eight after their regular class hours
until they are picked up by their parents who
work full time.
The children
interact daily as
they would in a
family situation
with children of
varied ages and
caring adults

In the future
COLF plans to
re ich Out to the
public school
system through
teacher train-
ing programs or
parent educa-
tion programs
to he able to
share these in-
novations and
experiences that
can ultimately
benefit a gleam.

number of children and their families. Through
different ways and means COLE is contributing
to the urgently-needed eft orts to improve the
quality of the lives of Filipino children across a
variety of life situations and conditions Its
visionto build many small but dynamic com-
munities of learners where children and adults
constantly interact and !earn from and with one
anotheris gradually becoming a reality.

For more information on Community of Learn-
ers School and Foundation please contact:
COLF y I Castilla St Quezon City Metro Ma-
nila Philippines Tel. '032.72 ! -0987: Fax: 1632
785358 798-18o

Early Childhood
Development in
South Africa
S,ibmmed b; Carrie Auer of USAID

South Africa has nearly 6.5 million children under
the age of six. Of this total 5 3 million are black
and 3 million live below the Minimum Living
Level !L1S$2372 year. About half of the children
under 6 years of age live in rural areas, the other
half live in urban and peel -urban areas Twenty-
five percent of the children who enter primary
school drop out after the first year. This means
that at least one quarter of the African population
does not remain in school long enough to achieve
basic literacy In South Africa only 6% of the
children have access to any sort of early child-
hood care provision even though the demand is
overwhelming. Among the black community the
figure is even less 0 5%.

LISAID Pretoria has committed significant

At least one quarter of the African population in South Africa does not
remain in school long enough to achieve basic literacy.
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resources to improving the development of chil-
dren in South Africa. They have provided support
to the ECU ( previously known as Educare move-
ment by funding national and local NCOs to pro-
mote preschool education and care for disadvan-
taged children.

There is a strong community of non-govern-
mental organizations (NGOI which have 'level-
oped appropriate curricula for young children
They have developed a variety of models lor
reaching unserved and underserved areas. The
variety reflects a sensitivity to differing regional
and local needs within generally accepted princi-
ples of development which seek to redress histor-
ical imbalances through appropriate and cost-
effective strategies

The NCOs involved in Early Childhood
Development (RD) programs have also devel-
oped extensive training systems that I i provide
ECI) staff with appropriate skills and knowledge
to work with young children and their families
and (21 enable communities to take ownership of
ECU programs and sustain them over time

What follows is a description of three ECI)
programs in South Africa that are currentk,
receiving funds from USAID.

Khululeka Community
Education Center
(KCEDC),
Queenstown,
South Africa
KCEDC is a nonracial non-sexist educational
center which provides training workshops, and
resources to community [Cl) centers for the pro-
vision of high quality education and care of
young children The organization aims to foster
and facilitate a process which will enhance par-
ents and teachers capacity to direct and control
their own LCD projects in accordance with the
needs and aspirations of their communities.

A LISAID Agreement was signed with KCEDC
in May 1993. to support an expanded outreach
program, decentralization of Early Childhood
Education tiaining programs. and the introduc-
tion of a pilot primary school project in direct
response to requests for teacher training from
lunior Primary teachers working in farms in iso-
lated rural villages and in resettlement areas

The Eastern Cape Region of South Africa is
characterized by predominantly rural and farming
communities This region whit h encompasses
the former -Homelands of the Ciskei and

ansket have suffered Irons political instability
for many Years The population is seveiely eco-
nomically and cd.icationally disadvantaged The
rate of unewriioyment is extiemely high squatter
areas are developing, and the former Ciskei in
particular. has a history of forced removal and

resettlement
Faced with these formidable circumstances,

existing [Cl) centers in remote and rural areas
struggle to survive The situation is made more
critical by the ever-increasing cases of kwash-
iorkor and malnutrition, the lack of transport ser-
vices the appalling conditions of roads, and the
absence of financial material and professional
resources. The majority of [CU centers are
housed in inadequate premises and a high per-
centage of [Cl) teachers do not receive monthly
salaries

A large percental _. of the children in this area
are at risk. An estimate of the provision of [Cl)
services in this area indicates that only I 3% of
these children are currently being ca,ed for in
approximately 1 100 proF,ram% Disadvantaged
communities do not have the material and finan-
cial resources necessary to sustain ECU facilities

However. KCEDC has been inundated with
persistent and overwhelming demands for train-
ing and assistance. The commitment of teachers
and parents to [CI) is illustrated in many
instances by the involvement of whole communi-
ties, the level of shared responsibility and the cre-

it

A iarge percent of the children in this area
are at risk.

ativity and innovation of ECD
KCT.I )C. s training and support programs pro-

vide children with a base from which to extend
their education and contribute to parent support
Ol and involvement in their c hildren's future.
They also help to promote opportunities for
change through a systemic. empowering process

Clam Agreement with the KCEDC
supports the programs in the Western Transkei
when- K(.I:1)(' now provides training to their tar-
get of 141) I:CD teachers a I t.rI is .evel is expect-
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ed to increase to 200 teachers by the end of the
year. Another area supported under this Grant is
KCEDC's Outreach Program. 'This program
encompasses farms and rural towns and includes
workshops refresher Courses, provision of
resources and fieldwork KCEDC has successful-
ly implemented this program and has managed to
meet the target of supporting SO farms and 10
peri-urban FCI) projects.

KCEDCs Primary Schools Program represents
the third area of LISAID support under the Grant.
A pilot project which was conducted during the
course of 1993 in farm and rural primary schools
in the Queenstown area, showed positive results.
This project. consisting of an Independent Study
Course which addresses the fundamental princi-
ples of education and focuses on the holistic
development of the pupil within a child-centered
environment, proved to be a feasible program
which will upgrade the quality of primary school
teachers and primary education in farm and rural
areas. KCEDC plans to extend the pilot to
include a distance education component which
will enable those teachers working in desperately
disadvantaged and isolated areas to participate.

Over the last year of the Grant, KCEDC has
undergone a substantial evaluation and strategic
restructuring process. A task-oriented structure
has developed s.:thin which adaptive evolution-
ary and cohesive groups work in a highly dynam-
ic environment Various professionals from the
organization have been grouped into action teams
which develop innovative solutions to specific
challenges as they arise. The model has proven
very successful and has provided the staff and the
community it serves with greater collaboration
and participation in the programs of KCEI)C

In addition. KC:F:DC has studied strategies
which increase access to early childhood devel-
opment services. ensure a maximum geographic
coverage_ and which are also cost-effective
Extensive field support to ECI ) teachers in isolat-
ed and remote villages is restrictive in terms of its
cost and its capacity to cope with increased train-
ing demands As a result. the KCEDC has
launched a program of decentralization and the
Level I Basic F(:I) training course is being imple-
mented at a local level

The communities themselves have identified
appropriate R:1) teachers who have completed
the more advanced Level 3 training to take on the
responsibility of Level I training and support for
their areas It is expected that each such tiamei
will work with In teachers In total 21) trainers
will Teach 2m1 teiii hers and this will impart on
approximately It min childien each year 11 stir

cessful this strategy will inuease the numbers of
l( I) tear bets iw able to benefit hom (MINI, Ill
basic I ( I) Because of then new tole as commu
mtv tiaineis these people are being targeted lot

expanded adult education efforts at the center.
To maintain support for the workers and the

centers situated in isolated areas, KCEDC also
plans to establish effective networking and shar-
ing among the various centers. KCEDC will play
the role of facilitator and will allow workers from
the various centers to initiate collaboration
amongst themselves through workshops and sem-
inars. In keeping with the belief that it is the
responsibility of communities to develop ECD
the KCEDC will continue to facilitate the estab-
lishment of satellite resource centers by the com-
munities themselves

For further information on KCEDC. please
contact: KFILILLILEKA Community Education
Development Centre, Fioni Murray. 10 Queens
Drive. Queenstown 5320 South Africa Tel:127-
-151181179; Fax: t27-451 )81639

Grassroots Educare
Trust, Cape Town,
South Africa
Grassroots Educare Trust has been working in
ECD since 1971 to promote preschool education
and care for disadvantaged children. Grassroots
was created in the Western Cape where the focus
of its work remains. It was founded by parents
teachers, and members of the community in
response to the multiple needs and problems
besetting preschool education in South Africa. In
the Western Cape they have directly helped over
ISO Lommum ties through professional and finan-
cial support, to establish and manage their own
ECD projects Projects have proven to be a focus
for the development of leadership and manage-
ment skills in the local community.

Grassroots believes it is the right and responsi-
bility of every community to take charge of the
needs of their children Therefore. community
control of early childhood programs is critical To
fulfill these commitments Grassroots works
toward:

the development of leadership and organiza-
tion skills to focus the energy. resources and
skills of communities around protects they
own;
provision of adult education and training in
the held of l'arly Childhood I kvelopment
the provision of appropriate center and
home-based I.(.1) for chddien.
parent education programs aimed to equip
parents with the skills they need in then role
as childiens 1)11111;11 educates.

Rall',101111Z1l1011 oI the

Cale for young children so that they may
enjoy the rights to \VIM. II they arc entitled
a unitary integrated education system without
inequities caused by the sepaiation of people
and NCI
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A community usually approaches Grassroots
itself because it wants to improve its services for
children under six years of age. With ale help of
Grassroots, the community decides on its priori-
ties and objectives, and chooses from a range of
childcare provision. types of programs and train-
ing courses The community is given full informa-
tion as to what services Grassroots offers and
what would be expected of the corn munity
Grassroots responds to community requests for
assistance by establishing outreach offices in
inwrested communities and staffing the off ices
with two-person teams who provide on-going
support and on-the-job training for preschool
staff and executive committees.

The projects are generally run by community.
based committees elected from the parent body.
The committee works with the Community
Educare Developers (CEDS) to develop a profile
of each community to determine its needs. The
committee, assisted by the CEI)S, then devises a
plan of action. The 'werall aim is to meet the
needs of the community in a logical sequence and
to strengthen the community-centered project in
its autonomy The project builds on the existing
resources of the community. Front their extensive
experience Grassroots has seen a pattern in the
needs of most projects:

The projects' most basic needs are funding.
food, first aid and safety in an adequate shel-
ter.

The CED works with parents Oil I undraiyng
and resource creation.
Lobbying the state to meet these needs is also
an important task. A state food subsidy. for
example. provided funding for food releasing
other money for salaries and infrastructure
development.

At the start. community committee members
are trained in basic financial administration and
the ECU staff are trained in nutrition, first aid and
safety. and in providing stimulating activities for
children. When defining their EC D provision and
program needs the community options are

for working parents, full-time center-based
care ideal for 3-6 year olds) and full-day
home-based care I preferred for under threes is
for children of unemployed mothers, part-
time playgroups and mother and child
groups;
for parents. workshops on parenting-related
topics and general awareness- raising and
support,

Over the years Grassroots has developed
training curricula and programs ibasic I:CD
advanced [Cl). home [Cl). training lor organ!.
zanons. «mummity organization training and
financial training), a resource center. an adventure
bus. preschool products, media and publications.

and a preschool shop. Given the great demand
for preschool services, Grassroots has realized
that it cannot provide assistance to all communi-
ties requesting help. Grassroots therefore has
made a conscious decision to focus its efforts on
assisting preschools which cater to children of
employed mothers front the disadvantaged com-
munity This target group was chosen because of
the lack of adequate childcare for disadvantaged
South Africans in urban and peri-urban areas. In
particular. the breakdown of the traditional
extended family has meant that many women face
the choice of leaving a child alone, taking an
older child out of school or relying on neighbor-
hood charity. Thus, the local ECD center is a cru-
cial service to the community.

During its 26 years of existence. Grassroots has
developed a variety of pragmatic and replicable
programs teacher-training courses and materials
for preprimary schools. Assistance provided by
Grassroots has helped turn many preschools in
the Cape region into centers of quality childcare.
The organization now assists some 600
preschools. with thousands of children benefiting
each year. Grassroots is recognized nationally as
one of the most innovative preschool agencies,
with demands for its services and teacher training
methodologies flooding in each month

Since 1971. Grassroots has helped develop Igo
LCD projects serving I 3 974 children. In 103 it
trained approximately 536 community committee
members and 395 EC[) workers. Grassroots has
expanded its activities to a national level through
cooperating with other [Cl) organizations in the
provision of organizational capacity-building with
existing ECD agencies; with community organi-
zations that have EC[) as part of their agenda;
and through helping communities to establish
ECI) agencies where there arc. none.

The lessons learned from the Grassroots expe-
rience are as follows.

I. Community ownership through the marage-
mem of their own Early Childhood Development
Projects has resulted in the development of lead-
ership and management skills.

2 Providing the appropriate tools is necessary
for implementing a successful [Cl) project.

3. The quality o' an early childhood program
depends on two critical factors: the ratio of chil-
dien to adults who work directly with them, and
the quality of those adultsthat is their person-
alities and abilities. enhanced by skills training. It
IN an absolute priority to increase the numbers of
both teaching and administratively skilled per-
sonnel involved with children in LCD projects in
the C0111111l111I tV

4. ( )ng(Hng support and in-service training arc
important factors to sustainabilitv and continual
imployement of quality

For more inhumation on Grassi oots please



contact: linny Rickards. Director, Grassroots
Educare Trust, P.O. Box 38055, Gatesville 7764
South Africa. Tel: (27-21)638-311 I; Fax (27-21
637-3011.

Ekuhlaleni
Community Preschool
Project, Cape Town,
South Africa
There is a vital need for better care and educa-
tional opportunities for black preschool children
in South Africa. Adequate childcare is essential in
any community, but is particularly crucial in
impoverished communities where few resources
reach those who attempt to provide such care.
Many children have no adult at home during the
clay to care for them. and would without ECI)
programs, lack not only adult supervision and the
safety that it provides but also nourishment. sta-
bility, intellectual and creative stimulation. and
positive social interactions. State subsidies for
black preschool education are inadequate or
nonexistent. Concerned adults who want to con-
tribute to the community by caring for groups of
these children often have plenty of commitment
but very little training and only the barest of
rooms or shacks in which to operate.

Established in 1986. the Ekuhlaleni
Community Preschool Project is an independent,
non-governmental, community-based organiza-
tion providing training programs for ECI) work-
ers and parents in several of the most neglected
and impoverished townships in the Cape
Province. including Nyanga Guguletu. Langa
and Khyalitsha. Although it became an indepen-
dent trust in 1989, Ekuhlaleni receives manage-
ment support from the Quaker Peace Office.

The Ekuhlaleni Community Preschool Project

was founded and is almost exclusively staffed by
women I rom the communities it serves.
Ekuhlaleni helps to improve home-based child-
care programs by equipping committed parents
with skills and information needed to establish
and maintain [Cl) centers A USAID Agreement
supports Ekuhlaleni's efforts to replicate their
model successfully by reaching greater numbers
of interested childminders and playgroup leaders.
Funding also strengthens Ekuhlalem's institutional
capacity by supporting staff development training
and the establishment of a new central office
thereby empowering the women who founder'
and operate the project at the service delivery
level with the resources and skills needed to
administer their own program.

Ekuhlalcni's tiaining. guidance. and support
services focus on the needs of children for care
protection nutrition, health and education.
Parents and current or potential childminders and
playgroup leaders are instructed in critical topics
such as early childhood physical, social. emotion-
al. and cognitive development, and creative activ-
ities suitable for children. Childcare providers also
receive training in administration and financial
management, strategies lor obtaining and main-
taining resources, and inexpensive methods of
making toys and other materials for the children's
use. Ekuhlaleni also contributes some basic and
play equipment such as educational toys. books.
and puzzles, scissors, crayons. potties, dishes. and
storage binsitems that are scarce in areas where
clean drinking water and sanitation are luxuries.

Ekuhlaleni has adopted an appropriately holis-
tic model of ECI) provision. Their hash. training
in ECD, which assists the upgrading of home-
based preschool programs in the townships. is
accompanied by nutrition and health services and
basic management training. The Early Learning
Resource Unit (ELUL and another large
preschool training agency in Cape Town.
Grassroots, provide training support, and certifi-
cation services to Ekuhlaleni.

Unlike these larger agencies, however.
Ekuhlaleni has the capacity and community lead-
ership to conduct intensive. on-site training
through community trainers who are intimately
familiar with the culture and language of the
trainees Currently Ekuhlaleni works with 34 dif-
ferent groups and trains over 10(1 ECD providers
using materials and methods developed from
ELRU. Through these efforts. Ekuhlaleni is able
to expand the impact of its assistance from such
larger organizations by sharing the training its
staff receives with women at the giassroots level

ECD centers that participate in the program
charge user fees in the form of tuition for each
child attending the centers Parents pay all or as
much of the tuition as they can afford and many
family members of children in the centers con

O
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tribute their time or skills, for example by paint-
ing muials to decorate the entrance to a center.

USAID/South Africa is providing funding to
Ekuhlaleni to establish and equip a new central
office for the organization; to provide training in
management for Ekuhlaleni staff members; to
tram approximately IOU parents and childcare
providers per year to operate ICI) centers to
provide basic and play equipment; and to further
communication between Ekuhlaleni and other
groups in the Early Childhood field through par-
ticipation in conferences and networking.

Ekuhlaleni empowers individuals at the grass-
roots level to help themselves, their children. and
th.ir communities rather than to succumb to
despair over the absence of many financial and
material resources which are taken for granted in
other childcare environmelts. The outcome of
Ekuh lalem's efforts is that it has the potential to
aid not only the communities in which the pro-
gram operates but also others in desperate need.
!t provides a number of successful working mod-
els to support ongoing efforts to petition for ade-
quate preschool care to local authorities, state.
and donor agencies. For more information on
Ekuhlaleni, please contact: Ekuhlaleni. Rose
Mbude. P 0. Box 408 Athlone 7764. South
Africa, Tel: (27-21)607-1271: Fax. +27-21 ;696-
9909

Coping with
Young
Children A
Group Approach
Taff Ely Health Unit
Mid Glamorgan, Wales
Submitted h Pamela Pritchard. Clinical Nurse Spemal's;

In response to our request for information from
the field we received information on a project of
the Rhondda Family Centre in Mid Glamorgan
Wales

Parents attending the Rhondda Family Centre
of the East Glamorgan General Hospital identi-
fied a need for help with managing their chil-
dren s behavior Nlanv of the parents had lost any
sense of the positive in bringing up their children
shimung shaking and smacking had become the
norm as parents were locked in confrontation
with their offspring hum breakfast to bedtime
Within a context of lives characterized by many
,..11111t.CSUI and dismk antdge sal h as loss
income debt housing and relationship problems
these parent child conflicts were unlikely to be
(-solved du (mph support and general advice

Stan theielme began to (whin. more focussed
glum' %%()11, approaf lies

4

An experimental group was set up, run jointly
by a Clinical Nurse Specialist and a Family
Centre Project Worker. An Educational
Psychologist was involved in the planning of the
group and acted as a resource for the school-aged
children

A Family Aide working with a family attended
with the mother to help provide continuity out-
side the group. Health visitors were actively
involved in supporting parents at home Two
mothers were referred for psychiatric help and
links were made with their mental health workers.
Social workers who had referred parents followed
up on missed appointments and gave feedback to
the group leaders Two of the most important
practicalities were addressed Transportation was
provided by volunteer drivers from Social
Services Pre-school children were cared for in an
existing creche at the Centre

"lhe group ran for 12 weeks. with a mixture of
centre-based sessions and home visits by appoint
ment Fight families started attendance six Com-
pleted the course Although male panniers were
invited only two attended. and those only
hint:11y However the majority were involved at
home visits

All of the lamilies had at least one child under
the age of six years some also had older children
1 he icier red (. hildrn were des( abed as showing
extreme non-compliance violent tmpei tan
trums aggression and destructiveness Retuned
parents had expelienced extremely difficult child
hoods e g loss of a mother admissions to cane
l'he families were also currently expellent. mg
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variety of stresses, including either extreme isola-
tion or over-involvement of extended family.
resulting in intrusive and conflicting advice.

The framework of the group sessions followed
that suggested by Forehand and McMahon in
their work with families in the U.S.A (Helping the
Noncompliant Child. Ncw York: Guildford Press
1081i. This format foe ices on the adult's behav-
ior and has been shown to he effective in helping
parents learn more positive skills with their chil-
dren It was adapted for a group approach using
a mix of role play. video. cartoons and group dis-
cussion to help parents gain more awareness of
their interaction with their child. Each session
had a particular focus and problem% were broken
down into specific manageable behaviors that were
addressed one by one. The aim was to help parents

gain confidence in their ability and feel empow-
ered to parent their child more effectively.

In particular. parents were helped to recognize.
understand and support desirizble behavior in
their children, and to responc zo undesirable
behavior appropriately. Much attention was given
to helping parents observe their children and rec-
ognize -good. behaviors positive qualities, and
normal play and exploration behaviors. Many had
never learned themselves to play as children and
so did not understand its purpose. nor how they
might engage the it child constructively in a play
context. Several sessions also addressed problem
behaviors directly with the group working out
individualized approaches or solutions that fit the
particular parents and children

In evaluation of the program, three methods
were used. On a General Health Questionnaire
developed by Goldberg, which is a standard
screening device for anxiety and depression all
the mothers had reported symptoms well above
the threshold for clinical depression prior to the
course After the group all the scores had
reduced considerably On the Pre-school
Behavior Checklist (McGuire Richman( all
children scored above the mark lor behavioral
difficulty requiring further help before the group.
After the group all the children scored within
normal limns. The third measure, a parent ques-
tionnaire completed within the group setting
reflected positive experiences with the wimp and
a desire lot the group to last longer. In their con-
lusions group coordinators found this style of

group work to be a valuable method of empower-
ing parents to change unsuccessful childrearing
practices

I.or nun information on this program please
contact P (.1 itchard Clinical Nurse Specialist
Taff Fly Health Unit East ( damorgan Gneial
lospital Church Village NR Pontypridd \lid

Glamoigan (1.i8 1A13 Wales UK lax (it -1.13(
11711

An Ecological/
Cultural Curriculum
Young Naturalist
Center for
Preschoolers
California
Submitted by Dr Magi Harmon DP N..tor of the flung

Naturalist Center

A community-based interdisciplinary curriculum
for Early Childhood Environmental Education
among culturally-oppressed populations was
implemented with Rosebud Sioux Nations in
Rosebud, Soutl Dakota between 1089 and 1902.
The curriculum was based on the ideals of educat-
ing young children using the natural environment
and an ecological world view. and building cur-
ricular activities upon indigenous cultural tradi-
tions and practices The director of the Young
Naturalist Center describes her work in the fol-
lowing way:

In order to ensure the physical. emotional and spiritual

well-being of this and future generations it is essential

that we educate young children in ways that will preserve

their heritage and. at the same time, prepare them for the

re ililies of life in a complex, interdependent world This

protect is designed to !' provide' an education process that

empowers peoplei whose Iniditional lifestyles have been

overpowered by Western cultural imperialism to reclaim

ownership of their educational system. and by extension.

re( lain their cultural identity By Providing a framework

for integrating the innate values and teaching approach

of a partmilar culture with developmentally appropriate.

ecologically sound actwitiesfor youna chill -II. a new

generation can he taught cat th ethics Mid non-1'101rIlt

strategies for a peaceful world order

Tht goal of this protect is to co- trite. with local teach-

ing partners drawn from the community's elders. medicine

people. storytellers. artists, etc. a b01:51k. Iph-

nary, environmentally sensitive education which m015

both the spiritist values nececsary for emotional and

cot :al growth and the intellectual curiosity whuh inakts

161t111114 a 10011/011S 1411'01W/1' hm <0 dons, we tall plant

the seeds of personal integrity self - esteem and respect hr

all lifehuman. animal. pegetable and mmetalessen-

tial to the creation of posonal harmony whit h, 0/rout'',

intoation of cell with the t0/111/111/1/ty me the loot of a

Nat (1111 11'011d

1)r Harmon hopes to expand this educational
framework to other "endangered' communities.
1-he proposed expansion rs described in a clout
meat tided 'Ti) weave cmi,if inwer " For

information contact 1)1 hot I Immo', Young
Naturalist Center 12725 I andale St Studio City
CA 01uo-1 LISA
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Project Update

Child/School Status Profile:
In October 1994 the CG Secretariat convened a meeting in
Washington D.0 . bringing together the teams from each of the
tour countries participating in the Child Status Profile Proiect
Kenya lordan lamaica and Colombia,. Three categories of indi-

viduals were invited to participate in the workshop: project
researchers from the tour countries researchers from other coun-
tries v, ith experience in similar activities and representatives of
national or international institutions with an interest in the topic.
The specific purposes of the meeting were:

to exchange information and to extract lessons learned from the
tour country studies carried out during the first stages of the
Child and School Status Profile Proiect:
to learn from similar initiatives in other countries;
to present and refine proposals for future work needed to create
national systems for periodic monitoring of the status of children and
of schools at the point of childrens entry into the primary school.

At the Workshop each of the four countries reported on its
progress to date After presentations by the country teams partici-
pants at the Workshop as a whole extracted lessons learned from
the four country studies This was followed by a general discussion
of issues that the studies raised These included: the specification
of the indicators to be used and whether or not there would he a
common set of core indicators across the countries: the data col-
lection process in kilns of institutions involved sample who col-
lects the data and the process for analyzing results a definition of
how results are to he reported a process tot insuring institutional-
ization of the profile process once this project is finished and a
specification of additional studies that should he undertaken to
supplement the c ore ac tivitv

The next stage was lot each of the ui . ani:au to refine their
proposals that were brought to the October meeting and present
them for local funding lamaica and Kenya have now fully devel-
oped their proposals and appropriate funding is being sought In



addition to submission of the individual proposals the four nation-
al proposals are being pulled together and submitted as part of a
general funding application from the Secretariat of the CC intend-
ed to help move the project forward

Eastern European
Project: Who is Caring
for the Children?
The study of the situation of young children in four Eastern
European countries !Hungary Poland Bulgaria and Romania' is
nearing publication. The studies have been completed in each
country and the translated versions are being compiled into a
report on the larger study The results of the country studies were
presented at a Gender in Transition Seminar. hosted by the World
Bank Feh.uary 1-2 1995. in Bucharest Romania The full report
will he available in Summer 1905.

Policy
The formulation of policy has been a part of the CC mandate since
the beginning. The Secretariat has played a role in helping
UNICEF USAII) The World Bank the Panamertcan Health
Organization and Save the Children formulate policies for their
organizations A new twist on policy development for the
Consultative Group is in working with governments to develop
national policies related to Early Childhood Care and
Development In line with this during 1094 the Secretariat helped
to facilitate a policy initiative in South Africa completed early in
the year, and coordinated a study in Malaysia which lead to rec-
ommendations for future government involvement in early child-
hood activities. In both cases an early childhood policy was recom-
mended to the government

An ECD Policy
in South Africa
The South African study begun in Ictct.3 was completed m earls.
1004 The report is titled Rtrmt of th, South study or Early
Childhood l)tot lopmcnt P lo, A.lion nt SUPPOI I Of I01111i

ChIldt ell It was published by the Centre for Educational Policy
Development lohannsburg in August 1004. The document
includes a survey of early childhood programs in South Africa and
a discussion of what has been developed within the IS(-I) network
Over the past 20 years The report then goes on to make recom-
mendations about the ways in which the government in collabora
lion with N(;( )s the private sector and (.0111IYRIllIt les can provide
support to young children 0-0 years of age. and their families
The recommendation that government take shared responsibility
in the provision of ECD services has been incorporated into the
Draft White Papci on Education and -Framing Department of
Education Notice I0311 of 1004

The Creation
of an ECD Policy
for Malaysia
I ally nl 1004 the (osetnntcnt 1.1 , \1,11,1\,1.1 1(111i:sled that ll;.:1( I I

supp( to a study to assess the provision of I ( I ) lk III the lOt11111 \

and make recommendations about the cieation of a national I ( )

policy A lack Force was pulled together specifically lot the purposes
of this study It consisted ol leptesentnces of all the maim

tovel ',mem munsti les and agent les involved in 1,105i...ion (et
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childhood services. This Task Force helped shape the study and its
members were a part of the process throughout The project was
facilitated by ludith Evans serving as the external consultant working
with Kamanah Ismail as the local Project Director. As a result of
the study an E(I) policy was drafted for presentation to the
Economic Planning Unit for inclusion in the Seventh Malaysia Plan.

096-2000

Decentralization
A Theme
Everywhere
There appears to be a movement in most governments to decen-
tralize services In some instances this is extremely helpful since it
allows for more community control of services. In other instances
decentralization is simply used to take the pressure off of central
government to provide services. Whatever the motivation it is an
increasingly common phenomenon. The Consultative Group is
feeling the same pull to decentralize

I or the past several years we have included a line item in the
budget to provide support for the development of regional ECU)
groups Nearly six years ago an attempt was made to establish a
regional group in Africa but it did not work. Donor agencies and
local people were not ready to take it on. It proved difficult at that
time to obtain funding for a regional secretariat or even for small
meetings Nor was there much governmental support evident
throughout the region. However this has changed.

A proposal to try once again to establish an African Regional
EC(.I) group surfaced at the CGs meeting in April 1994. This.
along with activities in relation to ECCI) in Africa Southeast Asia
and Latin America. suggests the time is right to move to regionaliz-
ing CG activities. One of the avenues we would like to explore in
1°015 is further support for Rciponal Inicrrci Groupshow they should
be developed and financed and how they can he linked with the
activities of the Secretariat.

One avenue to follow in Africa is in relation to an off-shoot ol
the Donors for African Education group In October 'tidal) Evans
participated in a meeting of 1:AWE the Donors for African
Fdication DAEi sub-committee concerned with female educa-
tion! held in Geneva Switzerland. The meeting organizers allot-
ted time on the agenda to explore the possibility of establishing a
sub-committee on Early Childhood Care and Development
Considerable support was shown for early childhood concerns
This provided the impetus for the FC:CD Interim Steering
Committee. formed earlier in the year in Mauritius. to more active-
ly explore the possibilities of creating a regional networking and
support group. See page 50 lor more information on this group

On December Kith and I Ith. 1994 the Interim Steering
Committee met in Zanzibar to develop a full proposal for the cre-
ation of an Early Childhood Development Network for Africa
'1:CDNAI The CG provided funds to the Interim Steering
Committee to facilitate the Zanzibar meeting A second meeting.
to rear h a MU( h wider constituency. was held in South Africa
22-24 I chruarv. 1995 , \t that time plans were further developed
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The Inter American
Development Bank
The Inter American Development Bank has increasingly found itself
involved in programs that include an early childhood component.
Robert flyers has written a paper titled. Toward a Proaram of
Investment in Ea Childhood (an and Development to facilitate IDB's
internal discussion about investment in early childhood programs

The World Bank in Mexico
During the first quarter of 1095. Robert Myers undertook a review
of preschool programs in Mexico. The emphasis within the review
was on the relationship between preschool programs and primary
school repetition. The study provided the basis for discussions
between the Government of Nlexico and the World Bank in terms
of future loans related to support for young children and their families.

Publications
The Tivelre Who Survive by Robert G. Myers. is going to he pub-
lished in sof tcover by the High,Scope Press. Robert Myers has
written an Afterword for the book that talks about developments in
the field of Early Childhood Care and Development since the
1992 publication of the hardback version of the book. The soft-
cover edition will he available in Fall 1995. at an affordable price.
Look for an announcement of the hook in the next edition of the
CoordillatorS' Notebook.
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N etworK
News

World Bank (WB)
Early Child Development is a relatively
new theme in the Bank. At the end of the
1980s. studies commissioned by the Bank
recommended the implementation of poli-
cies designed to assist poor children by
working directly with their families and by
stressing educational support to the family
unit. In the early eighties, very few Bank
projects addressed this issue. Starting in
1985, however, the number of free-stand-
ing projects addressing Early Child
Development has increased markedly
These activities are located within Social
Sector. Nutrition Health and Education
Loans. The Bank has now gained valuable
experience in the development and sup-
port of early childhood programs and
interventions and is continuing to expand
its investment in the area.

To promote and guide the Bank s
increasing investment the document
hiletpatc,1 Early (-bad Development (ballendes

and OpportunItir, was written by Mary
Fining Young October 1994. This has
now been translated into Spanish by Dr.
Nestor Suarez Ojeda. In the next issue of
the Cootdinaiors. Notebook we hope to
include a complete listing of the various
early child development projects that are
being supported !,y the Bank.

UNICEF
UNICEF
Middle East
North Africa
Regional
Office
(MENARO)
In 1994. the Lineation Lwetion of
LINICH's MENARO contracted an E( I)
Consultant. Dr. Mohammed S Khattab to
carry out a study of the status of ECI )
the MINA region, under the supervision
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of Dr. Frank Dall. Regional Education
Adviser Data were collected from
responses to a questionnaire filled in by
C.1NrcEF staff and national authorities.
The report on the study comprises six
chapters, 26 tables and 125 pages.

The introduction covers why early
childhood development is important in
MENA. the purpose of the review.
methodology and data sources limitations
of the study and organization of the
review. Chapter I provides a review of
existing literature on Early Childhood
Education (ECE( in MENA. Chapter 2
provides a summary of the data collected
in the study_ In contains profiles of ECE
programs in 18 MENA countries: Algeria.
Bahrain. Djibouti. Egypt, Iran. Iraq.
Jordan Lebanon. Libya, Morocco. Oman,
Palestine. Sudan. Syria, Tunisia Turkey.
UAE and Yemen. The country profiles
contain the historical development of and
current data on F.C.E. as well as constraints
to ECE development. (No data were avail-
able for Kuwait. Qatar and Saudi Arabia.

Chapter three provides a summary of
ECE provision and its costs. There is infor-
mation on F.CE institutions. teachers, chil-
dren, academic qualifications of staff
training of ECE personnel, curriculum and
programs buildings and equipment. super-
vision and quality of service. Also included
in the chapter are a review of Koranic
sclum1s, government policy and the maior
constraints to the expansion of RT. in
MENA countries

Chapter four presents 12 critical issues
which need priority attention. together
with 12 !elated recommendations. These
address national policy the educational
system as a whole, human resource devel-
opment equal opportunity institutions
Koranic schools. adult-child ratio curricu-
lum and active learning methodology In
Chapter hye. 16 indicators are proposed
that could be used by educational planners
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and policymakers for monitoring and eval-
uating ECE services in MENA. The last
section of the study includes a bildiography
and copies in English and Arabic of the
data collection tool. Copies of the report
can be obtained by contacting Frank Dall,
Ph.D. Regional Education Adviser
UNICEF. NIENARO P.O. Box 8 1172 I
Amman, 11181 Jordan Tel: (962-6)
629571/658692. Fax: (962-6)640049/
610570 E-mail: fdall@amman.gn.apc.org

International
Development
Research Centre
(IDRC) Social
Policy Program,
Social Sciences
Division

Asia
Programme:
Communities
in Transition
Component
The Social Policy Program supports
applied. multidisciplinary research on the
content. planning. implementation. man-
agement and outcomes of social policy.
The program for Comminnites nr Traimtion
will support iesearch on the development
status of particular segments and institu-
tions i.e( communities) of the Asian popu-
lation undergoing social and economic
change It will locus on improving the
capacity of these communities to achieve
equitable and sustainable social and eco-
nomic development through more elle(
nye policies and programs

Rationale. AsianAsian countries are character-
ized by rapid change in their economies,
their environments, and in the way govern-
ments respond to the basic needs of their
populationsand in how these popula-
tions are beginning, in turn, to respond to
government. In the midst of these changes,
and often with spectacular economic
growth and modernization, there remain
considerable numbers of situations in
which there are poverty and inequality.

.Within South Asia there are failures in
allowing all to share equally in the social
and economic gains. and in adapting with
equal success to the pressures and opportu-
nities of economic adjustment, social
change and political reform. There is an
important need to understand better the
effects of these phenomena on the most
vulnerable groups, and to identify and
assess where policy and programs can better
facilitate their more proactive participation.

In this context, the Communities ni
Transition program will concentrate on two
problem areas. It will support research to
examine If the effectiveness and equity of
social services and governance systems
and 2) the impact of economic manage-
ment liberalization. and social and eco-
nomic reform.

The program will support research in
both the more and less advanced countries
of. the region. In the more advanced coun-
tries, the program will work with policv-
makers scholars and practitioners to
undertake research to open innovative
lines of analytical and policy inquiry and
to share experiences and lessons learned.
In countries with limited it:watch capacity
the piogram will attempt to strengthen
capacity through facilitating sharing of
expertise I rom those countries in the
region with a stronger research tradition
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Projects will he developed in the follow-
ing areas:

I. Micro Impacts of Macro Adjustment
Policies (MIMAP). Work already underway
in the Philippines, India and Bangladesh
will be further refined, adapted and
expanded to other countries, such as
Nepal, Sri Lanka and Vietnam. Research
will monitor household and community
welfare programs.

2. Management, Access and Quality of
Social Services iMAQSS). Research will
examine the factors determining access to.
management and quality of social services
primarily in urban areas. Different ways of
mobilizing and negotiating human. finan-
cial and social resources and of managing
and delivering services will be examined
and evaluated: especially as these pertain
to vulnerable groups.

3. Changing Governance and Communi-
ty Learning Systems. Research will address
the learning and adaptive capacity of gov-
ernance. community and organizational
systems, and ways to strengthen and
improve these capacities. It will consider
the factors which facilitate and impede the
participation of different communities in
decision-making. particularly in the design.
implementation and evaluation of policies
and programs.

4 Gainful Employment and Concepts of
Work. In any societal transformation. but
especially during the accelerated social and
economic transitions which many Asian
countries are undergoing. occupations.
livelihoods and life styles dramatically dis-
appear or arc modified, and new ones cre-
ated. From this process of creative dcstrioion,
several research and policy issues pertain-
ing to gainful employment come to the
fore. Research will look at issues of human
resource development and re-training It
will also look at how social development
needs are. or can he, met through non-
wage work

The research supported under these four
components will he complementary
Building on this the program will pursue
an integrated approach to research which
influences the direction of policy. the quali-
ty of analytical capacity and, ultimately. the
welfare of the societies concerned

For more information on these research
programs, contact: Dr Anne K Bernard
(;ocial Policy Program IDRC I' ( box
850( Ottawa CANADA Tel i o 13 .216
6163 Ext 22211 lax: 1613 )567-7748
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High/Scope
Educational
Research
Foundation (H/S)
Update on
High/Scope's
International
Activities

High/S(cope's
Efforts
Expand in
Asia
Recently Asia has become a focus of activ-
ity for High/Scope training and implemen-
tation. New High!Scorae programs arc
now being established in Singapore,
Indonesia, and Taiwan

The dissemination of the High/Scope
approach in Asia has generally followed a
"partnership" model in which High; Scope
staff form relationships with local educa-
tor/entrepreneurs interested in Lstablishing
chains of early childhood programs based
on High/Scope principles. Getting a new
demonstration program of he ground
usually involves on-site training of local
teachers and teacher-trainers by a High'
Scope trainer, who may teach alongside
local teachers for extended periods of
time as well as conduct training workshops.
The goal of such training programs is certi-
fication of all the teachers by High:Scope.
at which point the center can serve as the
base for further dissemination of and train-
ing in the High/Scope approach.

Following this model, six certified
High/Scope classrooms have been estab-
lished in Singapore under the direction of
Integrative Learning Corporation a local
consulting firm. A similar HighScope
implementation effort in Jakarta.
Indonesia. is now underway. also operated
by Integrative Learning Corporation. at
the newly established High'Scope Early
Learning Center in Jakarta Planning for a
second Early I.earning Center in Southern
Indonesia has already begun.

In Taiwan, High/Scope staff have
formed a relationship with the firm of Paul
Tsai Mingsheng Enterprise, Ltd a local
company that has built a large demonstra-
tion center in Chai-Yi City. Taiwan. The
ultramodern facility called Children's
Kingdom, houses a High "Scope -based
preschool program that will eventually



serve 250 children. Once the program is
certified, it can he a demonstration center
for other preschools operated by the same
firm as well as for the teachers' college.
Contacts with Taiwan's N1inistry of
Education have indicated that once the
center is well-established it may receive
government support as a national training
and demonstration center.

High -Scope and Integrative Learning
Corp., Pte., Ltd., a private firm that has
sponsored various High/Scope training
efforts in Indonesia and Singapore, are
close to an agreement that will establish
the High 'Scope Institute of Singapore.
The Institute will he a center for training.
curriculum demonstration, research, and
the sales and distribution of High/Scope
curriculum materials for Singapore.
Malaysia. and Indonesia.

Plans are also being made for implemen-
tation of the High,'Scope approach in
Thailand. High/Scope staff are discussing
training possibilities with Thai educators
and public officials who recently visited
High/Scope programs in Singapore. Those
interested in the training include represen-
tatives of public and private preschool pro-
grams in Thailand and officials from the
Thai Ministry of Education.

High/Scope
in Europe
High 'Scope staff have met with faculty
from the University of Joensuu in Finland
to discuss planning the establishment of a
High/Scope Institute or a Training and
Demonstration Center which would include
a Demonstration Preschool in Finland.

In Nlay 1994, David I'. Weikart, High;
Scope's President, and Boudewiin Bekker,.
Managing Director of Averroes Stichting
of the Netherlands signed an agreement to
establish the High 'Scope Institute of the
Netherlands

UNESCO
UNESCO has sent us an outline of its
early childhood strategy. It is characterized
as follows:

LINESC:0 intervenes at inter-agency
and inter-governmental levels and assists
government in:

forging links at the national level
between primary education systems and
early child development programming.
undertaking sub-sectoral studies of the sit.
uation of young children and families. and
formulating national and regional pm-
grams in Early Childhood Care and
Education,

encouraging research leading to practical
action in favor of young children and
families;
identifying and supporting first-class uni-
versities and institutes which will research
national needs and train high-level per-
sonnel to plan and animate national and
regional policies;
supporting model early childhood and
family development projects that stress
the education of women;

a promoting legislation on behalf of chil-
dren and families, in particular the
C'onpention on the Rights of the Child.

In 1995 UNESCO hopes to concentrate
on five areas:
Expanding awareness of early child-
hood programming. Emphasis ill I,w.., he
placed on ECE's contribution to education
and its efficacy in preventing first year
dropout. Linked closely to this aim is the
project on Early Childhood Co-operating
Centres. UNESCO's objectives in relation
to Early Childhood Co-operating Centres
are to:

establish and support an Early Childhood
Co-operating Centre in each sub-region.
by strengthening the research. training
documentation and networking capacities
of a leading institution in the sub-region;
promote. encourage and guide multidisci-
plinary reflection and research in the area
of early childhood;
create, with the Early Childhood Co-
operating Centre as local point. a network
of early childhood loci in the sub-regions

The Early Childhood Co-operating
Centres will be contracted by UNESCO to

provide coordination and assistance to
existing early childhood institutions, and
enable them to serve as mobilizing and
training centers within their sub-regions:
provide advice, technical assistance and
information briefs to national authorities
on relevant early childhood issues to
ensure the satisfactory development of
young children, through family and corn-
mum ty based actions. relevant to the
socioeconomic and cultural context;
provide sub-regional training services lor
early childhood administrators and trainers,
conduct information and educational cam-
paigns to make parents aware of the
importance of the early childhood period
and of their own role in ensuring the bar.
11101111)11'. development of the
provide advice and training on techniques
for creating lowcost educationallteaching
materials - - -- provide centers, prograllls and

communities with low cost materials:
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collect and develop comprehensive docu-
mentation on early childhood issues, and
co-operate with UNESCO in translating,
publishing and disseminating practical
documents.

Partners in this endeavor will include
Ministries of Education, Social Action and
Health, Faculties of Education and
Medicine. as well as national non-govern-
mental organizations. in collaboration with
international partners. such as participants
in the Consultative Group on Early
Childhood Care and Development, the
Centre International pour FEnfance. the
Agence de Cooperation Culturelle et
Technique. UNICEF and WHO regional
offices, and various international NGOs
active in this domain.

10

Educating for the Convention on the
Rights of the Child. This involves mobi-
lizing Education ministries and communi-
ties in selected countries to promote the
Convention among children and parents.
UNESCO aims to make target populations
aware of the right of children to a decent
education and to improve the day-to-day
participation of children in school life,
which is the basic training for later partici-
pation in democracies
Promoting family/school/community
programs. UNESCO is preparing a
research document on issues related to and
programs which have effectively linked
early childhood and primary education.
Examples of successful efforts are being
gathered from different countries for inclu-
sion in the document.

ti

O
CC

-

The first such Centre is being proposed
in Burkina Faso. Following a mission to
Ouagadougou Burkina Faso, an expressed
interest on the part of the Burkina \tinistry
of Social Affairs which oversees early child-
hood programming and an agreement
signed between UNFSCO and Burkina
I aso ) is investigating and prepar-
ing proposals to set up an Lally Childhood
Co-operating Centre in Burkina Faso for
I rancophone Al IA( a

Training of trainers in ECCD in select-
ed countries in Africa. This project is
being undertaken in co-operation with the
Bernard van Leer Foundation Save the
Children USA and UNICEF. UNESCO and
the Bernard van Leer Foundation are pub-
lishing the live-volume training pack.

of Eaily Childhood Taunt,
which will he used for the training sessions
in Anglophone Africa Concurrently
UNESCO is organizing a regional meeting
on Early Childhood for Francophone Ahica
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Collecting data is important as a basis for creating programs.

In Burkina Faso with FICEMEA (the inter-
national federation of CEMEAan active
learning training center movement staited
in Fiance with affiliate associations in 19
countries) This two-week meeting will
bring together 60 people from 15

Francophone countries in Africa The spe-
cific objectives of the meeting are to

study how one can organize the life of
childien under 6 in the family and in care
and education structures, to encourage the
development of childrens potentials and
enhance basic leaning skills
furthci knowledge on child development
and on the importance of mother-child
adult child child child Ielationships
develop Inch\ idual and collective thinking
on the education social and health func
turns of the dif lei cut caic and education
situctities
define the activities absolt :elv necessary
for the propel development of chddi en
pilot test and implement them Invent
(caching educational materials and aids
using resources from the local envirtm

meat and the available local know-howl
take into account the living conditions in
the concerned countries. the dilliculties in
the lives of women and mothers. the

importance of the role of mothers in the
development of children Examine what
could be the role of professionals in a
global mothei-child-family nutntion
health and education approach,
create an Eddy Childhood Network to encour-

age exchanges of experiences, awareness
of what others are doing and a coopera-
tive watch lot desirable and feasible
improvement

Data base and publication activities.
UNESCO will continue then series of
regional ducctones of FCCE organizations.
with the help of UNESCO icgional offices.
There ale tin cc currently in preparation

Dilator) of E( ( E ( Naluzdflous
fin Alai, WotLi

Duet toiy of E Otibiwzaisolis
Lain! ilmotttt find fin (nth/WU

DIM.101y of R E ( )14 allIZguil0115
ui i,i- I'ntifu

LINES( 0 also plans to publish a Stat«tf
E ni IN (loud Solo,thook containing

country profiles highlighting current
partners. and information sources in the
countries With ChlidWalCh International
UNESCO will publish a Directory of
Children s Rights Research and DtKomen.
tation Institutes in Europe. and will also
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work closely together to mutually strength-
en computerized information activities and
make databases accessible to a wide number
of users, in particular within the academic
world and through the Worldwide Web
Internet systems.

Christian Children's
Fund (CCF)
The Christian Children's Fund is affiliated
with over 1,300 community-based projects
that benefit approximately 2.5 million chil-
dren world-wide. In community-based.
ongoing programs, CCF focuses on meeting
the long-term needs of children while pro-
moting self-sufficiency. The Department
that oversees international programming,
Child and Family Services, developed a
three-year strategic plan that focuses on
capturing, documenting, and learning from
programming experience. Two critical com-
ponents of this plan are to measure program
impact on the lives of children and to inte-
grate early childhood development program
concepts into the design and implementa-
tion of projects.

CCF believes that as a child development
agency, our experience in addressing the
needs of the whole child should he reflected
in how CCF defines and measures program
outcomes. What are critical aspects of pro-
grams that would be part of CCF's basic
definition of a protect that fosters the devel-
opment of specific age groups of children?
What are simple and reliable standardized
indicators that might he used to measure
progress over time in these areas? To address
these questions, a core set of standardized
child health and education indicators have
been developed, and will be integrated into
existing evaluation systems that annually
reach each of the 1,300 projects in Asia,
Latin America, and Africa. CCF feels that it
is vitally important to document the results
of its programs, to demonstrate the differ-
ence they make in the lives of children, in
order to continually improve upon what
CU is doing.

While CO' wants to he results-oriented,
it also knows that there arc many different
strategies or program models for achieving
these results. As they say, "there are many
roads that lead to Rome." This reflects the
fact that the problems, contexts, and conch
tions that F is addressing often differ
making it unrealistic to expect any single
model or approach to he best in every situa-
tion This thinking has led to believe
that its field offices in each country ale in
the best position to determine which pro-
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gram strategies or models will be most
effective for addressing different problems,
especially when strategies for tackling the
same type of problem often need to differ
within a single country because of cultural
or regional differences. CCF appreciates
that from the distance of its headquarters, it
is difficult to determine appropriately what
method of working is best. For this reason,
CCF's focus is on the impact of its pro-
grams The most effective way of obtaining
that impact is left up to the National Offices.

Based on programming experience, both
within its National Offices and from with-
out, CCF believes that programs that
address the overall development of the
child are most effective. To identify, docu-
ment, replicate and implement these types
of programs, CCF has launched an appeal
to its contributor base that focuses on early
childhood development. The funds raised
will he used to promote ECD program
strategies within its organization in two
general ways

I. ECD programs that are implemented
in stable, community-based projects will be
targeted by the appeal. For example, to
address high rates of illiteracy, social deser
tion and repetition, child morbidity and
child mortality, CCF-Honduras developed
the Programa de Orientation Materno
Infantil (POMI) to improve the life chances
of children under the age of six who live in
poverty. A group of mothers is trained in
early child development stimulation tech-
niques, and these mother-guides in turn, train
other mothers in the community. A manual
suggests activities that mothers can do with
their young children that support their
development in such areas as fine and gross
motor coordination, cognitive, language
and socio-affective development, and health
and hygiene habits. The training manual
also trains the mothers in such areas as
nutrition, the importance of immunization,
growth monitoring, pre- and post-natal
care, environmental sanitation, vector con-
trol and safe water. This is hut one example
of the many ECD programs that CO'
National Of flees have developed. The
money raised through the appeal will fund
program evaluation, replication1expansion
and implementation

2. F.C1) program experience that has
been gathered in specialized settings will he
linked to community-based programs and
vice-versa For example. Ca has imple
mented a training program for paraprofes-
sionals and professionals in Angola to
address the trauma of war on the psycho
logical well being of children ( (.1. works



in many communities around the world in
which the effects of war and other traumatic
experiences have been experienced by families.

The specialized experience gained in
Angola has application elsewhere, and creating
this programming link is a second function
of the money raised through the appeal.

Over the next year, every project in Latin
America, Africa and Asia will implement
the newly developed evaluation system that
contains standardized health and education
indicators. With the results of this agency-
wide survey, CCF anticipates that effective
ECU program models will he identified.
The money raised through the appeal will
augment CCF's efforts to expand its ECI)
programming experience in what it believes
to be a critical area of program quality.

Education
Development
Center (EDC)

Using the
Media for
Early Child
Development
In South
Africa
As South Africa transitions away from
apartheid, new ways for the South Africans
to express themselves and participate in
governance are being analyzed and tested.
One of these opportunities will be the
increased access to the media.

Using radio and magazine and newspa-
per inserts to inform adults about elements

of early child development has already met
with some success in South Africa. The
Small Beginnings early child development
training organization, for example, is cur-
rently producing a community radio pro-
gram in a local African language. In the
weekly program, an Early Child Develop-
ment (ECD1 expert answers questions
about the field. The response from the
audience through letters and phone calls
has far exceeded expectations.

Other NGOs are also participating. The
Ntataise Trust is producing a video training
series which will likely be aired on televi-
sion through the SABC. The Education
Foundation uses newspaper inserts to reach
hundreds of thousands of people in the
Natal region with information about early
child development in several African lan-
guages. The Training and Resource for
Early Education (TREE) NGO in Natal is
about to embark on a project which will
take AID-funded interactive radio instruc-
tion programs developed in Bolivia and
change them to be useful in Zulu.

Recognizing the potential to use the
media to a greater extent to support ECU,
USAID/Pretoria recently asked the
Education Development Center (EDC) to
explore possibilities in South Africa and to
bring experiences and lessons learned from
interactive radio instruction (IRI) and other
media to ECU projects around the world.
In November, 1994, EDC organized a
workshop of ECU specialists and media
specialists to share ideas and formulate new
project ideas. In February. 1995, a second
workshop concentrated on more technical
skills.



In South Africa. like many coun-
tries with large pockets of poverty
and few resources, finding innovative
ways to train caregivers and reach
children is difficult. Media such as
radio and newspaper may be able
to contribute needed support.

Save the
Children USA
(SCF-USA)
The Strong Beginnings program enters

a new era. From 1991 to 1994 Save
the Children's Strong Beginnings pro-
jects were initiated in 18 countries,
the Head Office Education Office
was strengthened. SCF's distinctive
program approach was refined and
networks were established with
partner agencies.

In 1995 Strom) Beainninas will
undertake several initiatives. These
include:

r. LISAID -ABEL. Basic Education and Technical

Assistance Contract Save the Children is a cub-
contractor in the Academy for Educational
Development AEOI-led -Advancing Basic
Education and Literacy '(ABELI global techni-
cal assistance program. which involves pro-
viding technical assistance to USAID mission
basic education projects around the world.

2 Van Lar'LINICEF 'UNESCO Save the Children

Arica ECD Tailing Initiative The SCF Education
Office will play a lead training role in a new
three-year regional [Cl) Training of Trainers
initiative from 1995.-1997 for various African
countries Materials were developed in 1993
and 094. The first training began in
February 1995

; Strong Beginnings Curt ic idiom and A Wend!,

Rkkacie In early 1995. the Education Of lice
will work with Cassie Landers to finalize test
and build upon a unique set of cross-cultural
child 1 Iceve.opment videos booklets and par.
ent education Training of Trainers guides
This will he available for use by the field
offices and possibly he made available to a
commercial audience

i'Y'cu LIS Progiiiin F./dimwit:ad Ctoi .ire
The LIS field off ice teams will establish and
refine a new program framework and opera-
tional structure It includes

Nor nitanial opuahonal ,tructine, US I leld
()fin cs have inn% been icingani:ed into
lour regional held offices Each regional
office will have responsibility for adt111111,,
tering protects in surrounding states while
the Atlanta office will he the hcadquartis
lor LIS family childcare program activity

%be
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LIS programfiainework. In August 1994, US
field offices and Program Development
ioir ply developed a new program framework
for the LISA The Education. Health Eco-
nomic Opportunities and Humanitarian
Assistance sectors will he expressed within
a framework of four stages of a child's
life Infancy I pregnancy to 2 years
Preschool age School age (6-121.
and Adolescence I3 -181. Four. major
national programs were identified for
development over the next few years on a
large scale within this framework. They
are: Maternal & Child Health: Early
Childhood Development Family Child
Care: Youth Development: and Family
Support Centers

Several new LIS projects arc being devel-
oped. Currently these include:

Navajo Southeast and New Haven
ECD daily childcare.

-multi-site STAR Youth Development
expanded cooperation with Atlanta SU

Headquarters.
-expansion of New York City Washington

Heights Head Start protect
Under the broader mandate of Save the

Children is Pattnerdilti'Inctitotion, I)corIopmcia
I' II) --An Emenonil Pwation Approach

Throughout its community development
history Save the Children has emphasized
local capacity -building as pall of ItS

approach Not until the late 1980s however
did changes in the development scene
encourage Save the Children to seriously
exPeinnent with PartnchdliP and Instilu



tional Development as an important new
approach which complements the tradition-
al child development focus. From 1990 to
1994, more and more field offices have
entered partnerships and become involved
in institutional development activities in the
areas of child survival sustainable agricul-
ture. education/early childhood develop-
ment, economic opportunities and AIDS.

By 1994 P II) had become a common
mode of operation. In April 1994 a brief
P 'ID workshop was conducted in Nepal
resulting in a draft P II) Manual. An Asia
regional workshop followed in September
1994. which identified more in-depth P.ID
concepts. strategies. tools and techniques
for PAD work. In October 1994, there was

Meetings in 1994

Universal
Primary
Education:
Parenting,
Young Child
Development
and Quality
Learning
A keting held in A fauranic, Ala), 0-12 1 ow 1

..cporfed on by (-yid Dalai-' Senior Education

Adpiscr UNICEF Edotationlin,to
We were thirty six participants from ten
countries of Eastern and Southern Africa
and five agencies' interested in promoting
young child development programs in the
region The specific purposes of the meet-
ing were to:

-review our annual education programs
in line with the Education for All IITA,
mid and end-decade goals

-identify supportive strategies inter-sec-
toral linkages that would accelerate
achievement ()I these goals. and sustamabil
itv with a special locus On the child the
parents the family and the community

-draw Irom current practices in the
reguin to strengthen advocacy build capat
ity and improve monitoring capabilities

-establish a regional network to facilitate
flow of infoirnotion and est hange of exp.'
tise and to build a data base

a discussion in Head Office of 1"ID concepts.
In November a draft working paper on RID
was circulated and reviewed. Major new
P'ID programs have been established in
West Bank Gaza and Russia By early 1995
a revised and expanded P.ID manual will be
produced and made available to field offices

Partnering and Institutional development
activities and support efforts are expected
to expand during 1995. forming a new com-
plementary development approach and
becoming a core competence of Save the
Children. P is expected to have impor-
tant strategic implications for SCFs role in
the processes of democratization people's
participation and the development of civil
society around the world.

We ithe UNICEF- Education Cluster
team I shared with participants UNICEF%
priorities in basic education and our thinking
on the African Education for All Initiative

Participants from each country in groups
of three. comprised of UNICEF program
officers. government policy implementors
and NCO representatives shared their pro-
grams identifying CO111111011 issues prob-
lem% constraints and solutions around the
following issues:
Policy. Most countries are engaged in dia-
logue at the central government level, but
little is actually being done at regional and
local levels The National Plan of Action
and. in some instances the Master Plans for
Education have proven to be useful tools in
improving dialogue and have led to policy
reviews and updates More needs to he
done to involve parents and communities in
such dialogue
Advocacy and mobilization. All C(11111ille
are engaged in sharing informatum and in
sensitization campaigns. although these
seen) concentrated at central and national
levels Went/oh:Am bulk:pawn and insfilution-
alizabon are concepts that need to he further
clarified and used in getting more people to
understand the expanded vision of the
world I )cciaration lomticn 109(1'
Capacity building. N1/),,t country pi()
grams are addressing this issue I )iscussions

thiopm kun a I ..a,111,, Malawi Manuou, 1/4,,,(1111 \111,3 ran.-affia (Ipanda
:\luzanilligitt. and `,(vazilaiul \\*CII iii urd but MUHL' to attend he arcin oc, Aga Khan
lionald (an I cut I tintlatitm LINT ti(i i (IN1( II and oln. \olk! Bank
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centered on the need to reorient and 'redy-
namize" the management. administration,
planning and monitoring of education sys-
tems. More needs to he done to provide
opportunities for professionals in education
to generate greater dynamism and improved
technical know-how to enable administra-
tors, planners, supervisors, head teachers.
teachers and parents to promote Universal
Primary Education (UPE).
Building partnerships. We have to work
harder on building up partnerships. Most
countries reported attempts at getting the
State to work with NGOs and the private
sector. but little was said about the struc-
tures. mechanisms and approaches needed
to achieve a real partnership between the
various actors. donors, supporters and deliv-
erers of education.
Community participation. Country pro-
grams reflected this important component
of the ways in which the communitypar-
ents civic groups. local leaders, religious
groupscan contribute. The discussions
highlighted the potential of the community
as an active participant in the whole educa-
tion process, if development and sustain-
ability are to be achieved.

Several important features emerged from
our reflexion dirigee: addressing parents and
the educational needs of the young child
(both girl and boys) to ensure quality
learning; and the specific educational needs
of out-of-school youth. especially adoles-
cent girls. A number of countries in the
region are setting girls' education as a top
priority. Several are focussing on the child
in special circumstances, including the dis-
abled child. There is a strong need to pro-
mote this focus as a large proportion of
such children currently have limited or no
access to educational facilities

Proposal for Networking
in Africa on EFA Goals
Participants felt the need to develop a net-
work and a special working group that
would help them to draw from each others
experience and expertise, and to gain access
to regional and local resources to support
action towards LEA It was suggested that
this network could focus on:

supporting the efforts of the African
Ministers of Education,

- developing mulosectoral and multiple
strategies for the achievement of E.IA goals.

offering an appropriate basis fur donut
coordination in the investment of education,

-enhancing capacity building in various
ways; and

stimulating and strengthening bilateral
and multilateral collaboration. networking,

experience exchange and advocacy on a
continent-wide basis.

The special meeting on the network
emphasized that:

-the network should be driven by the
internal needs of the pafticipating countries;

special working groups on various inter-
est areas should be developed (ECD, adult
education, non-formal education primary
education. etc 1

this initiative should be seen
strengthening existing contacts.
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as a way of
exchanges

and networking initiatives in line with the
overall goal of strengthening South-South
cooperation

Agencies that participated in the meeting
expressed interest in collaborating in a
number of activities. The training outline
for trainers of ECI) programs presented by
the representWcr of the Bernard van Leer
Foundation was reviewed. and this will sup-
port UNICEF's efforts in capacity-building.
The del'gate from the World Bank intro-
duced a plan for researching maternal and
child development in the region. Several
features of the research plan were reviewed
by interested parties including the Aga
Khan Foundation: the issue of continuity
from home to school, the role of parents
mothers and fathersand indicators for
monitoring and evaluating child develop-
ment. The representative from UNESCO
introduced project proposals supported by
the Government of Zimbabwe on the possi-
bility of setting up a Resource. Documenta-
tion and Training Centre in Harare.

In sum, it was an interesting, informative
and stimulating meeting that will contribute
to shaping our Plan of Action for 1995-1996
as we proceed with the development and
implementation of the African Education
for All Initiative.

Article taken from Education Net's,
UNICEF, Issue No. 9 July 1994

Childwatch
International
A Ircluu/ with Key Instauttons within ( hill Researtb

Rtram Hotel, Nobyen, Not way. I- I September ruoi

Reported on by Per Afiliciri 1. Daeltor.

Cbadtvakb Intonational

Together with the Norwegian Centre for
Child Research (NOSFB) Childwatch
International invited leading institutions
within the field of child research to discuss
modalities for closer cooperation under the
Childwatch umbrella Directors and other
representatives from 14 institutions world-
wide participated in the meeting

Since its inception Childwatch has
,-xplored a variety of activities to promote



the network of institutions involved in child
research and to gain experience from initi-
ating and coordinating research and dissem-
ination projects. The main types of activi-
ties are:

research projects such as Indicators for
Children': Rights. and efforts to identify
already existing data to use in monitoring
implementation of the Convention and
test its applicability in some selected coun-
tries or Clii/dren Aledia and the Neu, Screenc

that will identify positive as well as nega-
tive effects of the new electronic media on
children's lives;
dissemination protects, such as Childivatch
TI' Global Report to bring state of the art
TV reports on positive and negative devel-
opments in the lives of children world-
wide. based on contributions from the
research community:
identification of new research areas or defi-
nition of new approaches to old ones. such
as Children and Environment. and Raising the

Odd 111 an Ennironment of Violence;

support for capacity-building within child
research institutions in de-eloping coun-
tries, through developing collaborative
projects:
work to establish the infrastructure of the
network such as a data base on research
institutions involved in child research.
electronic conferences, bulletin boards and
other ways and means of electronic com-
munication

Background and Objectives
of the Meeting
Childwatchs first year of operation verified
the need for an international network of
child research to convey information and
knowledge based on facts and reliable
analysis of children s situations to those
who develop policies and programs for chil-
dren. In order to expand the group of insti-
tutions actively involved in the network.
the OUldwatch Executive Board decided to
establish a core group of key institutions to
ensure longer term commitments than what
individual researchers normally can make.
By esi abhshing a closer cooperation
between some key partners and combining
their experience and capacity the process
of identifying and initiating new research
protects could become more cif ecto.( Also
the needs of governments UN agencies and
N(;( k could be sewed noire elle( (wily

With the backdrop of experience that
Childwatch has already gained through the
activities mentioned above as well as the
experience of the participating Institutions
the workshop lik_tv..cd on

identifying projects for cooperation.
finding appropriate ways of implementing

the commitment toward capacity-building;
identifying dissemination projects and

channels for exchange of information
setting up a resource pool of profession-

als for missions. seminars consultancies, etc
Childwatch functions as a facilitator in

this process by-
-coordinating the dissemination of infor-

mation;
coordinating feasibility studies and need

asi,essments;

setting up an active database on ongo-
ing research activities,

operating an eke runic conference foc
the key partners,

identifying funding sources for joint
projects.

Through the workshop a more perma-
nent cooperation was established through
which the participating institutions are able
to strengthen their own individual programs
and consolidate a strong international body
of knowledge 01, the situation of children.

For more information about Childwatch
and the institutions involved contact: Per
Miljeteig Director. Childwatch International.
l'.0. Box Imo Blindern, N-0317 Oslo,
Norway. Tel: (47-22)85-4288: Fax: 117-

22 )85-5253; E-mail: ChildWatC110 L110.110

Shaping the
Future: An
International
Early Years
Conference
A lectiml held in Ala hinter lI K .

12-1/ October', t !Mt

Reported on by Fen), de los Angcle-13a1ilod

Coniuliative Group On E(T) Aihnoly
(.0mmittee ,\ limber.

This international conference was the result
of a tripartite collaboration involving the
Northwest Division Office of Save the
Children UK the Didsbury School in
Education of the Manchester Metropolitan
University and the City of Manchester
which was dubbed the City of Drama for
1(914 It was also a part of the 75th anniver-
sary celebration of Save the Children. UK

200 participants from 40 countries repre-
senting MN continents converged in the his
toric Manchester Town Hall for three lull
days to locus on Young child en and lane
hes through keynote speeches °yet .to
workshops and vain.LI cultural presentations
by children from different schools in
Manchestei Theic were many opportune
ties lot informal interaction thioughoin the
day as well is the evening social programs



Each child should be given the chance to shape his or her own future.

H: participants included program offi-
(cis hom different country offices of the
members of the International save the
( !nickel) Alliance. program partners of Save

hildren from Asia the Middle East
I aun .\mrica Attica and Europe teachers
development woi kers rem:arc:11 ers from pol-
ice and icsearch institutes and universities
and hom ()diet Intel national development
in gam:anon, committed to early childhood
des chpmm

l'he opening and closing pi (q.;ram, as
s ell as two woikshops featmed an innma.
,,S, 0; plod'', MVOIVing h-

and 7 veal old children 1 his was part of
the 00,20i np. \endk of drama specialist Peter
\Vilkinson comdmatm of the drama and
thatei piogram of the lanchestei
( ()until This special participation of children
highlighted the reality that , lanchester
ours has a multi culunal population Site
visits scheduled lot the last day of the con.
Ieiencc nn.Itidid to the schools of the
pa tic mating c luldten

I lei Royal Highness Pi MCC'S'. Anne
Piesident of ',Asc.' the (. hddren LIE: opened
Ilse ()weltlice s.tth a remindel that the
theme (it the c onteicnc e tom,
should he internieted to mean that each
(Misr shotlid be green the chance to shape
his a her own Mm. Iles chance depends
largely on the quality (0 (1111(11(.11,, file (Apt.-

icn, es espec hilly in the cal lv s eats so that
then an he enabled to make then own
Inn( es and de( !sums to shape then own

hum( "ht noted the tact that using an
international c(mIcience as a venue Inc dis
cussing the impoltance of the ailv Yeats
seises as timely icinindui that we must
shale the \.(iild s. tilt ()diets

It was in fact, significant that the recur-
ring issues raised throughout the conference
emphasized the common needs of young
children worldwide especially in terms of
the right to quality early childhood expert
ences and programs. The broad range of
Issues involved in early ( h IC171 develop-
ment were addressed throughg1 the five
keynote speeches and the workshops.
These topics included: social and economic
policies and legislation in support of early
childhood development and family pro-
grams. issues and problems affecting young
children poverty racial problems inequah.
ty vi(dence s.ar. changing family hfestyles
positive responses and viable alternatives
e g parent involvement multi-culturalism

child-centered and community-based
approaches.tes to IsCI). creative forms of work-
ing with young children and (amities
including the use of various forms of media
and commumtv theater,. The wide range of
workshop choices of fered an interesting
sampling ()I country experiences in tel of

programs as well as pidicy and teseaich
lens Qvortrup from the University

Centre of South lutland Denmark spoke
about the luture of childhood and raised
questions about how the changing demog-
tank. of adult youth populations especially
in Europe allots the flame of childhood as
we know it today I le des( 'abed a cycle in
human hie and civilization 01 which the
lifestyles of ,:hddien and then iolc itt situ,
(v changes depending upon the intelaction
between adult lives and needs and those ()I
children

I coy de los Angeles Bautista from the
Philippines [mused ml the Pioni,i and Iht
Piolin,( tI I 1,11,1rol, Pioithow, a summaiv of



lessons learned worldwide that can serve as
basic assumptions and considerations for
children's programs. She ended with a
reminder that we must, think of young chil-
dren today in the present tense, caring for
them, teaching them and loving them here
and now.

Bernadette Mosala from South Africa
shared her experiences as an educator com-
mitted to the struggle against apartheid by
maximizing the potentials of creative drama
in her work with South African youth. One
of the workshops during the conference Ts-as
conducted by the South African Congress
for Early Childhood Development. They

by a shared sense of purpose, accountability
and shared responsibility for decision-mak-
ing. She also pointed out that early child-
hood development is still a women's issue
and until we make it also a man's issue we
cannot make as much progress as we would
like to. So what is the role of fathers and
men:. She suggested that inclusion is the
way.forward. Children do riot include or
exclude others until they are taught to do so.

Peter Moss of the London Institute of
Education was the last keynote speaker. He
suggested that popularizing the broader
term 'early childhood experiences' rather
than 'services' or 'programs' would help to

st,
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Quality in education starts with local participation.

shared their experiences in working for
community-based involvement in sustaining
state provision of early childhood develop-
merit program.. They emphasized the
empowerment of communities in order to
assume full responsibility for the early
childhood education centers especially in
the rural areas

Gillian Pugh. Director of the National
Children's Bureau in the L.11. pulled togeth-
er the common threads Iron the keynote
speeches and the workshops by reiterating
sonic fundamental principles: that children
are important in their own right; that valu-
i rig children includes respect for their cul
tural identity and hentage. that parental
support and involvement most build on cu.,
toms of families and the varied cultural pat-
terns of childrearing (;illian Pugh referred
to Uric' Bronfenbrenners introduction to
Mvels' Thr Tuichir Who Survive, where he
pointed out the importance of interaction
with parents and caregivers characterized

clarify the importance of quality early
childhood development in all its forms. He
discussed the topic, -Equality, Quality and
Reconciliation: A Vision for the Future'. in
terms of the socio-economic conditions in
the member countries of the ,EEC where
there is still great disparity in terms of fami-
ly income and access to services for chil-
dren. He spoke of a familiar world marked
by increasing unpredictability which has
implications for developing stability in fam-
ily lives. Most services for children are
chronically under researched and there are
many unpaid and underpaid women work-
ers in early childhood services. He pro-
posed a 'here and now benefit which young
children should have access to now because
they have a right to a lair share of resources
now Developing countries spend 5% of
their (;DP on public services, including
education Children under 6 have a right to
at least 115 of the (A)11 for early childhood
services if they are to receive their lair

)U



share. But no country in Europeexcept
Denmarkcan say that they actually spend
that much on young children now.

On the issue of quality, which Peter Moss
dest:ribed as one of the most overworked
words in the English language, he pointed
out that quality is not a Holy Grail and that
the search for quality is .cit to be led by
experts. Insufficient attention has been paid
to the subjective nature of quality. The wide
range of interest groups or stakeholders- -
children, parents, teachers researchers.
workers employers, children and communi-
tiesmust all be involved in defining 'quali-
ty'. Reconciliation of equality and quality
goes beyond providing services for chil
dren. Other public issues must he addressed
in order to reconcile these. The needs of
children, women and men must he
addressed through employment policies
that balance employment and caring.

Within SCF-UK and for some of the pro-
gram partners from different countries, this
Conference was the first time that there was
a real exchange with the program managers
and staff members of the UK offices. It was
an important step toward strengthening the
position of early childhood development on
the agenda of SCF-UK worldwide. They
were able to exchange experiences which
validated the importance of SCF-UK
investing in early childhood development if
it is to fulfill its commitment to the worlds
children.

The conference was a valuable and
enriching opportunity to renew and
strengthen ties but also to meet colleagues
from different parts of the world Thu par-
ticipants parted with a shared realization
that there are more similarities than differ-
ences among us. and that we can speak in one
clear and loud voice on behalf of the worlds
young children Maybe then young children
will have better chances of getting their fair
share of the world's resources today.

Partnership
for a Better
Childhood
Arab PCSOIIR (ollrcfi'c'AP(
(Ypno. ne«mber 2-6, ru0r

Rom submitte,I by Indu Balthlopal, Consultaiwc

Group oii ECCD Adi'oory Commah r A Icinhet

I ike the rest of the world. the Arab coun-
tries have become more aware of the impor
tame of early childhood care and develop-
ment, and the involvement of parents and
the community in the process. Fulfilling one
of its objectives of strengthening the ink.-
gi ate(' approach through regional work.
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shops and effective networking. the Arab
Resource Collective (ARC) organized a
Regional Workshop on Partnership for a Better

Childhood in I kcember. 1 994.
ARC's role in the region is to promote

participatory practices among those work-
ing in Early Childhood Development
IECDi. It has made the commitment to act
as a facilitator in the process of change.
ARCS primary role in the region is:

to provide the opportunities for exchange
of experiences in the region:
to network, building on existing experience
and working toward integration of the var-
ious types of ECI) services and programs.
both on the local and regional levels ARC
also seeks to enhance and complement the
work of the ECI) programs by pooling
human and material resources;
to promote a common professional language.

The December workshop included par-
ticipants from ten different countries in the
Arab world. These included Lebanon.
Palestine, Jordan. Yemen. Egypt. Syria.
Morocco. Israel, Saudi Arabia and Iraq.
Among those who attended were practi-
tioners, policymakers. academics, advisors
and donor agencies. Within the workshop
there was an opportunity to see to what
extent the challenges and initiatives identi-
fied in a similar workshop in 1992 were fol-
lowed up and what progress had been made.

The workshop was based on the follow-
ing rationalc:

I. Communities and families are the
foundation for providing a better child-
hood. Therefore a change in attitudes,
practices and policies of professionals and
institutions is essential to realize effective
partnership with families and communities.

2. Providing children with a better child-
hood necessitates a holistic approach to
RD, involving cooperation and liaison
between disciplines and agencies in educa-
tion health and social work in their work
with families and the community.

3. Accomplishing this in the Arab society
requires an orientation and network that
will support the development of these part-
nerships. Working together will ensure sus
tamability in K'D programs

The Challenges
Building on the challenges identified in the
1992 Workshop. and the experience of the
participants since then, time were lour
main topics taken tip for analysis. allowing
for the sharing of experiences With the
focus being Partnership in Ir.(:D. participa-
tory group work was initiated in relation to
each of the lour topics.



The philosophy of partnerships in
ECD. The group defined partnership and
why it is important They identified the
partners involved 111 LCD programs and
their respective roles There was clarifica-
tion of where the roles overlap and where
they are complementary In terms of imple-
mentation, the group defined the forms that
partnerships can take the criteria for enter-
ing into partnerships and the types of policies
that would he supportive of partnerships
Human Resource Development. The
task of this group was to identify and evaluate
existing strategies for a: training in the
light of partnerships with parents and families.
community and society. institutions. and
local authorities and government: b. creating
support systems for partnerships, including
liaison and communication channels, resource
centers and crisis intervention centers; and c
sustaining F.C1) systems, through legisla-
tion, policy and philosophy, funding. feed -
hack and evaluation. and networking
Enhancing and valuing community
awareness and participation in part-
nerships. This group was charged with the
task of identifying levels of community
awareness and the existing practice of part-
nerships within the countries participating in
the workshop Alter addressing the issue of
why community participation is important.
the group identified modalities of pat ocipa-
tionhrmging in institutions building on
community interest using mass media and
creating integrated programs There was
also a discussion of future developments
with a locus On training resources and the
toles of institutions in the process
Material resources for partnerships.
This gnaw identified and evaluated existing
iesources for tmining networking and sup-
port systems and advocacy They also dis
cussed the development and enrichment of
resource materials that would build on the

cultural heritage build on parents' ex pen-
enLes build on the knowledge of the various
partners use resources available in the envi-
ronment and provide for equal opportunity
Also of concern were ways of sharing dis-
seminating and accessing resource materials.

Alter three days of deliberation. the
groups came tip with the recommendations
for further work on [Cl) in the region
Broadly these included:

to develop alternative approaches to bring
[CI) to all children. This would include
children in center-based programs, like
kindergartens, as well as those in communi-
ty-based programs and the creation of new
innovative programs to cover all children.
to increase networking and the sharing of
human and material resources through
periodic regional workshops newsletters
exchange of materials. etc.:
to engage in advocacy for [Cl) with griv-
ernments and other policymakers, includ-
ing donors and sunders,
to establish criteria for quality and stan-
dards in ECI)

The workshop allowed for a rich and
productive sharing of experiences and
coded with the promise of close follow-up
activities that would ensure forward move-
ment in terms of the recommendations

There is great strength in working
together and partnerships at all levels will
enhance the outcome of individual efforts
The enrichment of ideas that comes with
the exchange of experiences and network-
ing augurs well for the future of [Cl) in the
Arah countries

I or noire information about the activities
of the Arab Resource Collective ARC and
for a copy of the Workshop report Eng-
lish or Arabic, contact the Arab Resource
Collective I>O Box 7380 Nicosia CYPRUS
Tel. 3572.452 070 Fax 3571,458 212

It is important to promote community participation and partnerships.

r-,



Publications and Videos

The ProcIrt. of Nation
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In mans, ways this volume marks a refreshing departure from those
documents tt'at Use statistics in order to show how nations are faring
It is a departure because

-h adm.ts right from the beginning that the numbers used are
often weak and are sometimes based on statistical trends rather than
on actual measurements For example half of the sub - Saharan coun-
tries of Africa have not measured infant mortality ratios directly for
ten years or more and fit teen of these continue to base data on
information collected during the I9Tos This simply warns the reader
to beware but the volume still uses and analyzes the statistics.

-It focusses as much on deviants over- and under-achievcis as it

does on hierarchiesthe rank ordering of countries based on various
statistics l'or example with respect to literacy deviant poor coun-
tries ith high literacy rates include Vietnam Sri Lanka Peru and
China whereas relatively rich countries with lower literacy rates
include Libya Gabon Iraq and Saudi Arabia

-It presents some areas not usually included related to Child
Rights An example of this IS the presentation of information about
child prostitution

--It contains signed commentaries most international documents
are anonymous dealing with nutrition health education family
planning women the rights of the child and children in the Indus-
t nab zed world

Notwithstanding its novel presentation Ti' Pyaics, of Nation,
continues to place its emphasis on data describing child survi\ al and
growth it does not rate so well it Ridged by its treatment of Early
Childhood I kvelopment

-In the introduction passing mention i s made t d mental develop-
ment but there are no indicators of mental development o f t c-red m
the body of the report

_Neither the educan, commentary not the section on educa-
tional disparities makes any mention of early cduc atom

--The nutritional commentary omits any reference to the effects of
catty stimulation and contact on nutritional status

-The article dealing with women discusses the importance of van
ous technologies that might be adopted m order to lighten the
domestic work burden canoed by women but the discussion does
not include alternative forms of childcare among them

The above suggests that both the lack of agreed upon
measures indicators of psycho-social des clopment and a lack of
attention to this area by statisticians m a g.ip m inteinational
statistics that should be Idled

\ glance at the annual typo' t of lIN1( I I indicates that a c icier pool

Its has been gncn %111,111 its edUL MIMI at 11 it:Cs to prnn,ny school
edut,ttion .111(1 MUM 01 the g I child In sucking to make
those ptiotitie, cicai in its annual icpoll IJNI( I I has not given
I ails ( lulcIlitiocl I )cyclimmnt the place that it at tuall occimies
\ 'dun pi op ants of LINI( I I lot Install( c although icicient
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made to several publications and networking activities carried out
b,' the New `cork office that relate to early childhood development
no mention is made of any program in the field where 70 countries
are presently providing lunding for early childhood education and
development activities. UNICEF participation in the Delhi meeting
on Education for All is noted but nn mention is made of the fact
that early childhood development was a major topic at that meeting
and that UNICEF helped to promote the topic. This observation on
the UNICEF Annual Report is made in the hopes that looana tors
Notebook readers who are in the field and who have contact with
UNICEF will seek ways to help make early childhood activities
more visible and stronger within UNICEF programs. This can be
done by presenting local offices with good proposals for early childhood
development activities that can and should he incorporated into
ongoing programs of education nutrition health and social welfare

A set of 15 videotapes provides on-the-scene details of early child-
hood, care and education around the world. Preschools kinder-
gartens childcare centers family day care homes and children's own
homes are included Two to four typical settings are portrayed in
each of 15 countries spanning Asia Africa Eastern and Western
Europe and the United States. Specifically the countries included
are: Belgium. China Finland Greece. Hong Kong. Indonesia Italy.
Nigeria Poland, Romania Slovenia South Korea Spain Thailand
and the United States.

The videotapes dramatically expand our understanding of how
themes and resources influence preschool children% behavior and
activities. They reveal how adults interact with children. The series
shows not only the elaborate equipment and setting that some com-
munities provide for children but also the resourcefulness and caring
with which adults serve children even under difficult circumstances

This video series is a valuable tool for use by professionals who
train adults to work with children from different cultural and ethnic
backgrounds. Both trainers and teachers can learn from the video-
tapes to promote sensitivity and insights regarding cultures values
and customs Specdically the series provides an opportunity to.

observe young children s behaviors and activities across countries
view a variety of adult child interaction styles,
see different educational approaches used in 15 countries
learn how facilities materials and program philosophies vary from
setting to setting:
develop professional observation skills.
trace certain themes or subjects across the countries art. music
role play movement. fine-motor skills. large-motor skills games
child choice. teacher plmning and program philosophy
view U S. early childhood services in a broad cross-national context

The videos can be ordered individually or as a complete set For
Information contact: High 'Scope Press N River St Ypsilanti
Nil 48198-2898 USA Td. 31 3 ,-185 2000, Fax A85-1)704

tsas designed 1 ot those who ale caring I m chilchen in
their homes in all parts of the world The hook provides practical
answers to common questions that concern children's health nutri-
tion. guidance safety and well being The "Fools section provides
Laregivet,, With simple charts, records and other tools that can be
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South Asia's Children
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used to ease the stress of childcare, improve communications with
parents, and increase understanding of children's development and
well-being This is a valuable resource for those involved in design-
ing family day care programs and working with family day care
providers.

Developed by a 38-member national advisory committee (which
included representatives from the family day care community and
physicians). Little Well Brings is an easy-to-read. user-friendly and
practical reference book that is invaluable for patents. family child-
care providers. public health officers and physicians.

Lade Well Winds is available in either English or French and can be
ordered from: Canadian Pediatric Society 401 Smyth Ottawa. ON
KIH 81.1, Canada. Tel: (6131737-2728; Fax: (6131737-2794.

South Asids Children is intended to help in the sharing of experience.
ideas and information of SCF policies and technical guidelines; and
as a way of explaining SCEs work in the Region. It is intended for
use by SCF staff and the staff of various partner agencies with which
SCF is working. The newsletter contains articles describing SCEs
work and examples of projects being developed in the Region.
There is also a listing of resources found within the Regional
Information Resource Centre at SARO.

A recent edition (Number 5, Summer 19941 focused on SCEs
Children's Education Work. There was a description of programs
being supported in India. including the Shepherd Schools in Rajasthan.
Mobile Creches in New Delhi, Deepalaya Education Society in South
Delhi. the All 13engal Women's Union which operates pre-primary
schools in Calcutta, Artbik Saimaa Alandal which operates in south
India a Nuttitio» on Wheel, protect in I\ ladras and the Society for

Inteqrated Development of Himalaya in their work in'preschool education
and rural development. In Bangladesh SCF works in partnership
with an NG() which is involved in early childhood programs
for children o1 garment workers. Other initiatives include CHILD-to-
('HILD health education, creches and mobile day care ce,iters in the
brick fields where wom-n are employed to break bricks by hand In
Sri Lanka SCE: provides training courses. equipment and educational
toys for 50 daycare centers. and is involved in the development of a
Special Education Project. In Nepal SO' is developing ways to
improve children's health through the use of the CHILD-to-CHILD
approach And in Pakistan SU is working in the desert south east
with the Tharpakar Rural Development Protect establishing primary
schools for girls in an attempt to keep girl, in school

Copies of Youth Ihildien are available free of charge in devel-
oping countries To receive a copy contact' Regional Information
Officer Save the Children Fund (UK) South Asia Regional Office,
GPO Box 581(, Fkantakuna lawalakher-Kathmandu NITAL Tel
)977.11;27151' 523104; Fax. (977.11517266.
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The Road To Beijing
In August and SCIMCIllber of I(05 there will he two Important meetings
in Bening, China which focus on women There is The Fourth
onfornci on Wonun Action Equality Dtpdopment Pra i September

4-15 I'f95 convened by the United Nations and the NW Forum on
Irmo! held from August all September S 1995 a more informal
gathering of )s While these two events run parallel to one
another they have a common goal which IS to promote womens
concerns and develop policy supportive of woolens development

Over the past live years there has been a series of meetings held
locally nationally and regionally to frame the Conference At these
meetings womens concerns have been expressed and the Plan of
Action to be presented in Belling has been formulated In March
I<M4 the 45-member LIN Commission on the Status of Women act-
ing as the Preparatory Committee tot- Thi Fourth World ..onefrroict on

'omen Action for Equality Drrelop1111111 an3 NAL- met to consider the
Draft Platform for ACti011 They identified 10 critical areas of con-
cern around which the platform is organized These include:

the persistent and growing burden of poverty on women
inequality in access to education, health and related services and
means of maximizing the use of womens capacities
violence against woolen
el lects of armed al ,d other kinds of conflict on women
inequality in womens access to and participation in the definition of
economic structures and policies and the productive process itself
inequality between men and women in the sharing of power and
decision-making at all levels.
insulticient mechanisms at all levels to promote the advancement of
women
lack of awareness of and commitment to internationally and
nationally recognized womens human rights.
instil fluent use of mass media to promote women s positive contri.
butions to society and
lack of adequate recognanm and support for womens contributions
to managing natural resources and safeguarding the environment
The Draft Platform of Action was then reviewed at each of hye

regional ministerial meetings held in 1994 and revisions have been
made Within the regional meetings the issue of childcare and the
intersecting needs of women and children were addressed by a num-
ber of groups These have been incorporated into the Draft Plan of
Action which will he presented at the Beiiing Conference on
Women. If agreed upon at the Conference this document will serve
as the major policy document to which governments will he held
accountable in the coming years

The second meeting taking place in 13cumg the NG( ) Forunl on
ll'onuo will be held from August it September 8. 1(0)5 The theme
of this conference IN LOOk di Tbron,11, Eyc' Within the
N(,( ) forum it is anticipated that 30 000 participants representing
N(l( )s from around the world will address this theme through work
shops toundtables displays and informal discussions

The Secretariat of the Consultative Group has organized a work-
shop to be held during the N(,0 I orum which focuses on the
Intersecting Needs of Women and Children II you are planning to
tome to Bening let us know vou will he there and look for the work
shop in the schedule We \\ ould welcome vow participation
also invite readers who come to the conference to send us info' ma-
non on workshops or events You may have attended there in which
the needs of young children have been addressed These will then be
highlighted ill it future edition of the ( 00,,filoo,, Notebook
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Calendar
June 19-July 7,1995
International Early Childhood Care and Development Summer
Institute. Victoria. 13.C.

In cooperation with UNICEF, the School of Child and Youth Care at
the University of Victoria UVIC) is offering a three-week Summer
Institute focusing on the establishment of an on-going Training of
Trainers Program for those involved in the development of early
childhood services for children, families and communities
internationally.

The principal objective of the 1995 ECCD Institute is to bring
together experienced academic and program professionals to plan the
scope and structure of an on-going program for the training of ECCD
trainers and senior level program officers from around the world.
They will have a particular focus on the needs of children, families
and communities in developing countries. The format of the Institute
is interactive and participatory. It is designed to model a flexible and
creative approach to adult education that can subsequently he
employed with in-country training. This particular format has evolved
over a six-year period at the School of Child and Youth Care and has
been well received by mid-career ECCD professionals. Faculty for the
Institute include: Alan Pence. Cyril Dalais. Kofi \farfo Emmy
Werner. Don Barr. Judith Evans, Robert Myers and Cascie Landers.
For more information about the Institute contact:
Alan Pence
International ECCD Institute
School of Child and Youth Care
University of Victoria
Box 1700
Victoria, BC
CANADA V 2Y2
Tel: (ON 1721-6357
Fax: (6041721-8977
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September 26-29,1995
The Child as a Priority on the World Agenda: What will it Take`
Puntarenas, Costa Rica

The seventh annual World Summit of the International Forum on
Child Welfare (IFCW) will take place from September 26-29 in
Puntarcnas. Costa Rica. The meeting is being hosted by the
Fundacion Paniamor. Over the course of the three days, participants
will have the opportunity to discuss issues which impact on the lives
of children and develop strategies for increasing the impact of NGOs
on public policy and social change. The Secretariat of the
Consultative Group, together with the Early Childhood Unit of the
National Children's Bureau in the U.K., is organizing a day-long
Symposium on Family and Development, with an emphasis on Early
Childhood Development.

For additional information on the meeting contact:
Milena Grillo Rivera
Executive Directoi:, PANIAMOR
Apartado Postal 376-2150. Moravia
San lose. Costa Rica
Tel: (506)234-2993
Fax: (506)235-2956
E-mail: paniamorannicarao apc.org

August 30-
September 8,1995
The NCO Forum on Women Beijing, China.

The theme of this conference is Look at the World Through Women's Eyes

Within the NCO forum it is anticipated that 30,000 participants. rep-
resenting NGOs from around the world will address this theme
through workshops roundtables. displays and informal discussions.
For more information see The Road to Bruno], on page 61

Calendar
September 4-15,1995
The Fourth World Conference on Women: Action for Equality.
Development and Peace, Beijing. China.

The Fourth World Conference on Women will he convened by the
United Nations at the Beijing International Conference Center. For
detailed description see The Road to Bow on page 61
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THE CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE AND DEVELOPMENT (CG) is an inter-

national. interagency group dedicated to improving the condition of young children at risk. The

CG grounds its work in a cross-disciplinary view of child care and development.
Launched in 1984. the CG has .taken as its main purpose the fostering of communication among international

donor agencies and their national counterparts, among decision-makers. funders. researchers, programme
providers, parents and communities with the goal of strengthening programmes benefitting young children and

their families.
The Consultative Group is administered and represented by its Secretariat. The Group includes an International

Advisory Committee and a broad-based network of participating organisations and individuals who share a com-
mitment to fostering the well-being and healthy development of young children
Administrative backstopping of the CG is provided by the High/Scope Foundation. Financial support for the
Secretariat comes from participating organisations.

GOALS

To INCREASE THE KNOWLEDGE BASE The CG gathers. synthesizes and disseminates information on

children's development. drawing from field experiences traditional wisdom and scientific research.

TO SERVE AS A CATALYST The CG works to increase awareness of issues affecting children. develop-

ing materials and strategies to help move communities organisations and governments from rhetoric

to practice. from policy to programming.

TO BUILD BRIDGES The CG fosters networking among those with common concerns and interests
working across sectoral divisions, putting people in touch with the work of others by organising meet-
ings, by disseminating information through publications, and by serving as a communications point.

TO SERVE AS A SOUNDING BOARD The CG engages in dialogue with funders and decision-makers

about developments in the field. providing the base for policy formulation. planning, programming

and implementation.

Members of the Secretariat occasionally provide technical assistance to individual organisations in
programme design, implementation and evaluation and in the writing of technical papers and reports

The Coordinators. Notebook is produced twice annually. It is one of our networking tools. Each issue fo-

cusses on a particular issue or topic, as well as offering network news. We try to provide information

on the most appropriate research, field experience and practices to benefit individuals working with
young children and their families. We encourage you to share this information with the other net-
works you take part in Feel free to copy portions of this Notebook and disseminate the information to
those who could benefit from it. Please let us know about any programmes or efforts benefitting young

children and their families in which you may he involved.

For further information and to subscribe contact:

Dr. Judith L Evans
6 The Lope

Haydenville. MA 01039 USA
Tel. (4131 268 -7272
Fax: (4131 268 -7279

The Consultative Group can also be reached through:

Dr Robert Myers CC Secretariat
Insurgentes Sur 4411 UNICEF House. DH-40C

Ed 25-304 Three United Nations Plaza
Tlalcoligia New York New York 10017

D F 14430 MEXICO Tel- t212) 702-7233
Tel/Fax (52-51 573-0924 Fax: t212) 702.7149
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